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THE OXFORD ENGLISH READERS 
FOR AFRICA 

(For Primary and Middle Schools) 

This series has been adapted by Isabelle Fremont and 
F. G. French from La~ence Faucett'~ famous Oxford !3nglish 
Course to suit the requIrements of AfrIcan schools, partIcularly 
those in the rural areas. 

Each book provides sufficient material for one year's language 
study and class reading, so that no further books need be adopted 
except for reading practice, for which purpose The Oxford Story 
Readers for Africa are in course of publication. 

There is a Teacher's Edition of each class book incorporating 
some 64 pages of suggest~ons for conducting the lessons, together 
with supplementary exercIses and answers to Tests. 

Pupil's Books 
Book I 
Book II 
Book III 
Book IV 
Book V 
Book VI 

9d. 
Is. 3d. 
Is.6d. 
Is.6d. 
Is.9d. 
2s. 

Teacher's Books 
Book I 2s. net 
Book II 2s. 6d. net 
Book III 28. 6d. net 
Book IV 2s. 6d. net 
Book V 3s. net 
Book VI 3s. net 

•• ' Books IV-VI are also published as an Alternative Edition of the latter 
half of the Oxford English Course. 

THE OXFORD STORY READERS 
FOR AFRICA 

(Third Year) Seven African Tales (I. Fremont) 3d. 
(Fourth Year) Parable Plays (I. Fremont) 8d. 

Gazan the Wart-Hog (D. Martin) 8d. 
(Fifth Year) Ingwe the Leopard, and other Stories 

(H. W. D. Longden) Is. 
The Story of Uganda (H. B. Thomas) Is. 

(Sixth Year) Mungo Park in Mrica CUrling Snuth) Is. 
David Livingstone in Africa 

(Faucett & Latham) Is. 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
SOUTHFIELD HOUSE OXFORD 

. Ovaltine . is the most econ
omical beverage to buy and 
to use-24 cupfuls of delicious 
• Ovalline • can be made from 
the small size tin containing 
41 ounces. . 

t etes 
have proved the 

merits of 
· Ova)tine 9 

I N the leadin~ athletic contests. throughout the 
. world, and III many outstandmg feats of en
durance, ' Ovaltine ' has played an all-important 
part. It provides the reserves of vitality and 
stamina which are essential to success . 

, Ovaltine ' can add to your athletic prowess, 
for' Ovaltine' provides that complete and per
fect nourishment which promotes physical well
being and the' will-to-win ' which is so important 
in all sports. Prepared from Nature's richest 
foods-ripe barley malt, pure creamy milk and 
new laid eggs-' Ovaltine ' 
is the supreme tonic food 

beve.r;age for brain, ner~e 
and body. 

~en extra energy is 

needed, drink delicious 

O.WA I02 .. and note the difference. 



The Sign of 

From the very first days of re

frigeration, the FRIGIDAIRE 

established an unchallenged 

leadership. It has always been 

distinguished by its high standards 

of quality, workmanship and 

performance. Every new de

velopment and advancement in 

refrigerator design has been 

incorporated in the Frigidaire. 

REFRIGERATION 

Incessant research is carried on 

to ensure that the Frigidaire 

owner receives the utmost re-

frigerator value for his money, 

that he buys the newest and best 

in refrigeration. Proof that these 

services are appreciated and real

ised is found in the fact that 

nearly five million Frigidaires 

have been built. 

The Frigidaire is the only refrigerator to 
incorporate the meter-miser. It cuts operating 
costs to such an extent that a Frigidaire now 
costs less to run than an ordinary electric 
light bulb. 

A GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT 
Sole Agents for the Gold Coast: 

The Gold Coast Machinery and Trading Co. Ltd. 

W.A.P. 

)) 

Blue Gillette Blades not only .give you 

a closer shave than any other blades 

but a qUicker and a cleaner one, 

too. Add to this the comfort and 

economy that you get from a blade that 

STA YS sharp - and there you have 

several good reasons why so many men 

use Gillette for their morning shave. 
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

We have been responsible for the complete equipment and 
supply of Scientific Apparatus to Schools and Education Authorities 
all over the world. 

. Despite war-time conditions, we are able to · maintain a 
satisfactory service to Education Authorities abroad, and have 
comprehensive stocks of all Routine Apparatus, Glassware, Filter 
Papers, Porcelain, Chemicals, etc., ready for prompt despatch. 

w. & J. GEORGE LTD 
PROPRIETORS OF 

F. E. BECKER & CO 
Complete Laboratory Furnishers & Manufacturers of Scientific Equipment. 

17-29 Hatton Wall, London, E.C.I, and 157 Gt. Charles Street, Birmingham, 3 
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BEAUTIFUL 
WOODWORK 

For all Church 
Furniture consult 

the experts-. 

C.M.S. BOOKSHOP 

The pieces illustrated above are in our Lagos stock. Enquiries 
through any of our branches will have immediate attention 

C.M.S. BOOKSHOP 
LAGOS 

and up-country branches 
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NICERIAM RAILWAY 

VISIT 

and 

and 

YOUR 
HOMES 

YOUR 
FRIENDS 

CONSIGN 
YOUR 

GOODS 

by NIGERIAN RAILWAY'S 
RAIL and ROAD SERVICES 

4 _ 

COMFORTABLE AND 

CAREFREE TRAVEL 

MODERN . LOCOMOTIVES 

AND ROLLING.STOCK 

RESTAURANT AND 

SLEEPING·CARS 

Headquarter$ Offices: j. H. McEWEN. 
Ebute Metta, NIGERIA General Manager. Telegrams: .. R~ilways, Nigeria" 



SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

The chemica/laboratory of the Government College, Ibadanl 

[Apparatus and equipment by 
Philip Ham's &1 Co., Ltd. FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRACTICAL WORK 

Science laboratories fuIIy equipped from our 
co~prehensive stock of apparatus for Chemistry, 
General Physics, Electricity, Botany, etc., etc., etc. 
Microscopes, Magnifiers, Balances and Weights, 
Calorimeters and everything for scientific research. 

ALL SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MEDICAL 'SUPPLIES 

Philip Harris & CO., Ltd. 
SCientific Instrument and Laboratory Specialists 

Contractors to the Crown Agents for the Colonies, Colonial Governments, etc. 

Edmund Street, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND 
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NEWS PAP E RS 
POSTED TO ANY 

. SS AT INCLUSIVE ADORE SUB~'i,¥:~ION 
Let W. H. Smi~h & Son mail all ,our papers by 
earliest mails under one account, saving you tlm~. 
trouble and expense, There is no n.ee~ to wait 
for a quotation of the rates of subscr.,ptlon. JU,st 
order the publications you want, enc~oslng ~ depOSit, 
and you will be advised how many Issues It covers. 

W H Smith & Son have special facilities for 
po;tin'g papers to destinations for which a 
Censor's permit is required. 

SPECIMEN ANNUAL RATES (PREPAID) 
(including postage to any part of the world) 

Weekly Publications £ s. d. 
British Weekly 00. 3 I ~ ; 
Bystander ... . .. ... . . . 
Daily Mail (Overseas Edition) I~ ~ 
Illustrated London News 00. : 16 6 
Punch 17 4 
Sunday Times ... 5 0 
Times (Weekly Edition) 8 6 
West Africa ... 

Magazines 
Argosy 
Strand MagaZine 
Woman's Magazine .. , 

15 0 
15 6 
15 6 

Write for a free copy of W. H. Smith & Son's. "Postal 
Press Guide" giving rates for over 2000 publications. 

W.H.SMITH &SON 
69 STRAND HOUSE, PORTUGAL STREET 

LONDON, W.C.2, ENGLAND 
w. H. SMITH & SON L TO 1500 Branches 

FOR ADVERTISING 

SPACE IN THIS 

MAGAZINE 
write to 

The Editor, "Nigeria," 

Education Department Headquarters, 

Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa. 

"Phone: LagosOO6. 'Grams: 'Edspec, Lagos' 

or to the Advertisement Representative: 

30 Moo~end Rd., Cheltenham, England. 

'Phone: Cheltenham 3218. 
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Sandwiches 
are a real meal 

made with 

MARMITE 

A snack is a meal-and a saustymg 
nutritious meal at that-if l;'ou make 
your sandwiches with Marmite. Just 
mix the Marmite with three times as 
much butter, and spread. . (Brown 
bread isdelicions w:th Marmite.) 

The rich Vitamin value of Marmite 
strengthens your nerves and helps your 
digestive organs. Sandwiches - hot 
drinks-soups and savoury dishes are 
some of the easy and delightful ways 
to take Marmite. . 

Mannite is the great yeast food that 
definitely does you good-and does It 
in such a dainty and appetIsmg way. 

Procurable from a/I merchants in 
1 oz., 2oz" 4 oz., 8 oz. and 16 oz. jars. 

MARMITE SANDWICHES 
Cut thin slices of white 0,< brown bread. 
S read each slice thinly WIth MARMITE 
bgtter (made by mixing a little Marmlle WIth 

times as much butter). DehcJou~ .sand~iches can also be made by the addmon of 
chopped nuts, lettuce, tomatoes, waterc.ress, 
cucumber, grated cheese and other fillmgs. 

MARMITE SANDWICHES 
DEFINITl.LY DO YOU GOOD 



So much depends on so little where your health is concerned. In the 

hands of your dispenser lies the final factor in your treatment. On 

him the doctor relies that his instructions may be carried out. 

The dispenser's knowledge and training, the purity of the drugs he 

uses, the hygienic conditions under which he works, may provide 

the little difference between the efficacy of a prescribed medicine 

or its detrimental effect. You may safely place your trust in 

Kingsway Chemists. Every mixture dispensed, every patent medicine 

sold, can be guaranteed pure and according to prescription. 

ADVERTIS.EMENT OF KrNGSWAY CHEMISTS LTD 

W.A.P. 
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KODAK 
FILM 

the most widely used 
film in the world in a 

KODAK 
CAMERA 

Simple box types as well as 
advanced folding models 
with fast lenses and 
multispeed shutters. 
Obtainable at Kingsway Stores 
or any Kodak Dealers. 

Large Quantities always in Stock 
of 

SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS 
ON ALL SUBJECTS 

AT 

VERY GREATLY REDUCED PRICES 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

ENQUIRIES WELCOMED FOR ANY BOOKS NOT MENTIONED IN OUR CATALOGUES 

F. R. HOCKLIFFE LTD., EDUCATIONAL BOOKSELLERS. 

High Street, BEDFORD 
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Well behind us are the days when life on the Coast and nature in the raw 

w~re synonymous. With the advent of electricity, the necessity for rough

ing it died a natural death, and to-day practically everything except eating, 

drinking, sleeping and thinking, can be done, and done better by 

electric power. From the V.A.C. can be obtained an almost endless 

selection of appliances designed to make life easier-electric fans, electric 

cookers, electric kettles, electric toasters, electric coffee percolators, electric 

vacuum cleaners, and so on down the lengthy list. In fact it would be 

almost possible to make life iust a matter of switching on and off. 

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES MAKE LIFE 

Advertisement ~f the United Africa Company Ltd. 

W.A.P. 
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NEW FRIEZES 
and 

PICTURES 
IN BRIGHT COLOURS 

Large-Size Many Subjects Inexpensive 

Complete Colour-Prospectuses entirely free /rom 

PHILIP & TACEY LTI?Te~' I 
69 to 79 FULHAM HIGH STREET, LONDO~ 

No Failures 
No FuzZ 
No Faults 

Mode in 
England by 

- but faithful snaps and 
enlargements when 

"FOCUS" on 

fine 
you 

hrame 
Extra Fast R 0 L L F I L M 
Selochrome has great speed and latitude 
and is anti-halation backed to preven~ 
"light spread." Sensitized to yellows and 
?reens it gives bea.utifully graded pictures 
In true-to-nature monochrome. 

Obtainable fram all good Photo
graphic Dealers throughout Nigeria. 

ILFORD 
ILFORD 

xiii 
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A Ford VS Ambulance supplied by Joe Alien & Co., Ltd. 
to the Government of Nigeria 

This ambulance is attached to the Lagos . Police 
Headquarters · and is ready day and night for 
immediate use. Such service calls for a car that 
has supreme riding comfort, an engine that gives 
power with economy and is absolutely reliable. 

If you demand those qualities in a car for private 
or other purposes let your choice be the Ford VS. 

SOLE NIGERIAN DISTRIBUTORS: 

JOE ALLEN & COMPANY, LTD., HEAD OFFICE, LAGOS 

Branches at ABA, BENIN CITY, IBADAN, JOS, KANO. 

He.d Office: 

ROYAL EXCHANGE, 
LON DON, E.C.3. 

A.D. 1720. 

No. 31 Marina, Lagos 

The New Offices of the 
West African Branch 

of the 

ROYAL EXCHANGE 
ASSURANCE 

Lagos Branch Office: P.O. Box 112. 
(Manager, W. Golding) 

Gold Coast Office: P.O. Box 50, corner of Horse and 
Pagan Roads, Accra. 

Tel. 231 

Tel. 272 



I need 
· d· I win Ing. 

·You need 

BOYRIL FOR 
ENERGY & STRENGTH 

You m . ust not let 

Y
Dnnk Bovril regUlarlyyoursedlf get run-down 
ou get . - an p . . tIred, or cold artIcularIy wh 

warm ' . ' or de en 
M 

you up and ch pressed. It will 
ore than h eer you 

full nourish t at - Bovrilhelp' s up at once. 
k ment fi you to 
eeps you well and ron: your food and get 

actIve and st' so rong. 
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EDITORIAL 

EVER since this magazine started we have urged the preservation and 
fostering of African culture expressed in the medium of art and craft 
work. We hold the belief that success in the so-called development of 

Africa cannot be completely measured in terms of import and export figures. 
We must also look into the life of the people and view their state of 

health, housing and the extent to which our young men and women are 
being guided to a fuller appreciation of the many interests that are available 
to the cultured mind. 

When visitors arrive by ship at Lagos they are often impressed by the 
sight of the Marina but get a shock if they penetrate into the back streets 
and see the slums. The standard of health of our people up-country is 
very low; defective diet, lack of sanitation, and dirty water supplies are the 
chief adverse factors in this connection. 

What about culture? The museums of America and Europe contain 
many magnificent examples of African art work, evidence of African culture. 
H someone says, "What are you doing in Nigeria to preserve and build on 
this fine foundation?" the answer is, "Practically nothing!" In No. 14 
issue of this magazine we illustrated pictures of bronze heads found at He. 
During 1938 and 1939 many thousand pounds worth of bronze antiquities, 
part of the heritage of the Yoruba people, were carried out of He by foreigners. 
The story is a sad one. In 1938 a young American anthropologist from an 
institution known as the North-western University, Illinois, was granted 
permission to work at He. Before he left he managed to carry out a deal, 
unknown to the Oni of He and the Government of Nigeria, that resulted in 
two or three pounds of money changing hands and the transfer of two 
magnificent bronze heads to America. These heads are two of the most 
perfect specimens known, one of the goddess Olokun and the other of a man. 
They are worth their weight in gold. 

A few months later a journalist appeared on the scene. He was 
acquainted with the activities of the young American and thought he would 
try his luck, so one week-end he motored up to He, handed over £3 10S. 

to the individual who had negotiated the deal with the American and quickly 
hastened back to Lagos and finally to Paris. The bronze head thus obtained 
was conveyed out of the country through the agency of a doctor on a German 
ship. In due course it appeared in London and was offered for sale. The 
British Museum authorities were most anxious to get it preserved and save 
it from falling into private hands. A subscriber to the National Art Collections 
Fund purchased it for them and presented it to the museum. The sum 
paid ran into three figures. The London Times of July loth, 1939, printed 
an illustrated account of this treasure and described it as a most notable 
addition to the British Museum. 

While all this was going on, German agents in Nigeria were busy 
gathering antiquities in He, and from information received there is little 
doubt that many He bronzes were shipped to Germany in 1939· 

This sad tale of losses had at least one result. The He Native Adminis
tration tightened up their by-laws regarding the disposal of antiquities and 
an Order in Council was signed aimed at regulating the export of old works 
of art. 

What of He? Has a museum been built? Is more care being taken 
of the known bronzes and terra-cotta figures? The answer is "No." 
Apart from the preparation of a sketch plan for a museum, that mayor may 
not materialise, no progress has been made, although some very fine 
additional bronzes have recently come to light. 

It was hoped that some of the fine plate glass and bronze cases used for 
the Nigerian exhibits at the Empire Exhibition might have been transferred 
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to He. Mr. Robert Holt, of the firm of John Holt & Co. Ltd. (Liverpool) 
most generously offered to make himself responsible for the cost of shipping 
these cases to Lagos, but the authorities were not interested, and no action 
was taken to accept the offer. When we last heard of the cases, the one 
most suitable was in use at the Imperial Institute, London, for the exhibition 
of shoes made by English manufacturers. 

We have described the He losses in some detail since it is typical of the 
way in which the African people are losing their heritage of art and culture. 
An illustrated account of bronzes and terra-cottas from De-He appeared in 
The Burlington Magazine for October, I939. This magazine is well known 
to all art experts and carries great authority throughout the world. We 
quote as follows from this publication :-" Photographs have been shown 
to African, Egyptian, Persian, Indian and other research specialists here and 
on the Continent and while all these highly-trained people could not find 
any decisive cultural or stylistic affinities they were all unanimous in their 
verdict, that we have here Some of the most outstanding masterpieces in the 
wOrld-history of art. Sir William Rothenstein, for example, writes as 
follows: ' I know nothing of the culture which produced these noble pieces, 
nor what influences, native or alien, inspired them. I know only that they 
are superb works of art, worthy to be set be~ide the best examples of sculpture 
of any period.' He ends his letter by saying: ' It is important that everything 
possible should be done by the Government officials in Nigeria to preserve 
these fine examples of African art. I hope the reproduction of these bronzes 
in The Burlington Magazine will draw the attention of the Colonial Office 
to the need of providing a suitable bUilding to house such treasures in the 
Yoruba Native Administration.'" During I939 collectors came to Nigeria 
from America, Germany and Czechoslovakia. The war has hindered their 
activities, but we still remain open to plunder and have not eveh taken stock of Our outstanding treasures. ' 

In this number of Nigeria we print an article by Mr. K. C. Murray on 
the subject of the provision of i Museum. 

Mr, Murray has made a wide study of the art and craft work of this 
country and knows better than anyone the need for action regarding the 
provision of museum facilities. May a benefactor come forward to help! 

A sundial made at Omu School, Ilorin Province, It has been mounted on a 
Stone column and makes a useful and decorative centre piece to the classroom 

compound. 
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'. , e entl dug up at' lgba, a village near Part of a large collection of bronz;, objects r C Th/Y were found by a man engaged 
lsuofia, Awka Division, Ontts~a f.r~~znb:iow the su~face, The objects are

h 
,ver:Ji 

in digging a well and were a ~ ew ound in Nigeria, The craftsmans 11>. IS 

different from anything prevwusl~ ~ lfe and Benin, but o,! some of the fzndJ 
quite distinct from the bronze wor /hat used on the bronze ftgures of Jebba an 
the pattern work tS very slmtlabr th . knowledge of bronze-workzng and caifn 
Tada, The lbo people of 19 a ave no, if the finds, Can any reade~s 0 

ive no' information regardzng the O;tgzn ~e of the 19ba finds are beautifully 
If. Nigeria" help to solve the mystery . hSo +ties beetles, a pangolzn, snakes, . h tatwns of grass oppers, J' , ornamented wtt represen a frog and other creatures , 

A M USEUM FOR NIGERIA 
By K. C. MURRAY 

, h b' t has no museum: it is the N IGERIA with its 2~,?00,000 ~n a Itan tS for laces of a few thousan,d 
only part of the Bntlsh EmpIre, excthe U~on of South Afric,a, o,n 
inhabitants, that has not ,got one. 00 has over thirty, Nlgena 

the other hand, with a populatlOn of 8,00~'~ut nearly all examples of its 
is one of the principa~ centr~s of n~gro :~g the masterpieces of the world, 
work, which include pIeces t athran a7 or are rotting away. Its wealth 
have either been taken out of t e counl, rYd hitherto attention ' has been 

' • k h hardly been rea lze as t' 
in artistIc wor s as '1 but it is not an exaggera lOn 
attracted to only a .few outstandmg Pi~c~~e Southern Provinces that does 
to claim that there IS scarcely an a;eah h' hest merit. So neglected are 
not contain works of sc~!Ptu~e l?k It eto ~~main of them in thirty years' thes~, however, that not mg IS ~ e,Y he next few years. Carvings that 
time unless they are protected wlt~mk t and others of which there ,are no 
were intact four years ago are no~ rho en, Id have . been collected thIS year ' . l' any museum m t e wor 
slmllar examp es m, h h d 'ust attacked them. 
partly eaten by whIte ants ~ at a k J of which date at least from the 

Benin is well known: ItS worf s, s~me k of the city in I897 and are 
fifteenth century, were pillaged altler ~ e s,anc Europe and America. A few 

d ' bl' d private co ectlOns 1 '11 'n 
scattere m Vu lC ~n 1 d' old terra-cottas lying in the streets, Stl remal f 
uncared-for pIeces, mc u mg h f but none of the finest examples 0 
and more may be found in ht e ~tu~~g' eria to inspire the craftsmen of that Benin art may be seen anywere m 1 

town to-day, " h ri inal home of the Yoruba people, 
He has an anCIent hIstory as t e fO g, t orks in bronze terra-cotta 

. known number 0 anCIen w ! . h th and it contams an un . b b ht to light rank in quahty WIt e 
and stone. Those that have een Sroug . kept piled in a cracked glass 
finest works of the Renaissance'h ome abreing quietly removed from the 

. hIt He but ot ers are e 'h I t r case m tepa ace a h b h been lost dunng teas yea. country, and thus three of t e est ave 
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One of the bronze objects recently dug u'" at Igba ( p . 
r see revlOUS page). 

A bea~tifullittle terra-cotta head is in an I . 
knockmg against books and stones Th f~ school, lymg on an open shelf 
~u~h works can be properly looked'after ~~~ ISh no ~uilding in Nigeria wher; 
It IS to look after them. t ere IS nobody whose business 

At Esie, in Ilorin Province ther . 
carving~ only partly protected a~d all ~~~ a group of hundreds of stone 
been dIscovered in other places. atalogued, and more have lately 

InQ P . . Y9 rovmce many dance masks that 
bemg destroyed by insects and all h are no longer used are gradually 
are carved doors and pillar~ that ovber td e nodrth of Ondo Province there 
f h · . are a an one and tt' rom t IS area IS among th h ' f" ro mg away. A door 
the British Museum. e c le pIeces m the ethnographical collection of 

In Onitsha Province near Awka a to 
doors and panels and for'its bl k .' h' wn now famed for its carved 
of unique type and of great bea~Ct sr;:It ~ng, a collection of bronze objects 
in the possession of a Government dffi/sl ~en r.~fently dug up. These are 
museum when there is one Th' la w 0 WI present them to a Nigerian 
recen~ finds at He, suggests ~hat th:I;e ~nexpected discovery, together with 
matenal that will throw light th . IS ret~? be excavated much valuable 

In Owerri Province there on e ear X Istory of Nigeria. 
needed in order to see them' hare mahny ne wood carvings, but search is 
f ' ence t e comm '" 
ew or none. Great numbers we b . on ~p~nIOn IS that there .are 

Y b re urnt m a rehgIO " . 1" 
ears ago ut some were left. At Okr'k f us reVIva twenty 

dresses may be seen which are 1 1 a, or example, three fine head
hollow shells, for their insides ~o onbger used; but unfortunately they are 
at Azumini an old pillar (now t~ve ~en eat~n out by borers. Last year 
~ave b~en the precursor of otheres ~~ ~hone m the .t~~n, but which may 
mcreasmgly neglected) fell d d e Bende dIVISIOn that are being 
m 'fi own an was destroyed I 0 '" . 

agm cent sacred carvings five fe t h' h b . n wern dIVISIOn 
In Ahoada are dozens of carved d~o Ig hare ecoming the food of termites. 
there are numbers of carved d rs t rown out on the ground. In Aba 
present owners die and many rum~ that will be thrown away when their 

, can e seen now decaying in fallen shrines. 
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In Bende there are some of the finest carvings from West Africa; but 
the dance in which they were used is no longer made and many are getting 
broken or are decaying with damp. 

In Calabar Province wood carving is still extensively done and the 
style is changing, so works in the older styles need preserving. Sometimes 
Government has had to raid villages to suppress barbarous practices, and 
masks of the Ekpo Society have been removed. Up to the present these 
have either rotted in Government offices or have been taken by Government 
officials as their private property. If there were a museum this would not 
be permitted. In Eket division there are carved ancestral figures unlike 
any other carving in Nigeria or indeed in Africa, and of which, as is the 
case with so many other types of Nigerian work, there is no example in any 
museum in the world. Everyone of them is damaged by white ants whose 
progress can be seen from month to month. In at least one place many 
are standing in the open covered with long grass. In Ikot Ekpene division 
there are many enormous slit drums, more and more of which are being 
neglected. No museum in the world has an example of these. 

The Cross River and the Cameroons are known to be centres of an 
individual style of carving. Bamenda, in the Cameroons, is well known 
for wood and brass work. Report states that it has been recently cleared 
out by a collector. 

No mention has been made of Stone Age remains; of various finds 
that from time to time are made in the Northern Provinces; or of fragments 
of ancient pottery-all of which would help to elucidate the past history 
of the country, and that for study need to be concentrated in one place 
rather than scattered as at present among collections of private individuals, 
many of whom look upon them as curios without scientific interest. 

The destruction and loss that has already occurred cannot be com
puted. It is significant that examples in museums which were collected 
about twenty years ago are in good condition, while in Nigeria undamaged 
specimens are now rare. 

It is true that the mass of Africans do not at present appreciate their 
old work. This, however, is not surprising since only a small proportion 
are educated and since there are still Europeans who teach that African 
art is wicked. The number of educated Africans is increasing and more 
and more are learning to value art and the preservation of their past history. 
It is the general belief that Africans should develop their own culture while 
adopting the best that can be learnt from the white man. The psychological, 
historical, social and economic reasons for this are obvious. If all traces 
of their culture are taken or lost from the country, Nigerians will be unable 
to learn or understand and value what was best in it. 

Two years ago an exhibition was held in London of the work of five 
Nigerian artists who had been in contact with European ideas. Their 
instruction had been based on the idea that their work should be a natural 
development from the old work, but it Was exceedingly hard to achieve 
that aim because there was practically no Nigerian work that they could 
study. It is, in fact, easier to study Nigerian art in England or Germany 
than in Nigeria! For such students, through whom it is hoped that the 
negro will maintain his reputation as an artist, it is urgently necessary that 
there should be a collection of African work in Nigeria. 

A museum is needed for Nigerian students of history: as things are 
at present, their history is no more than a story book. It could be made 
more real to them if they could study the sequence of their history through 
examples of their old art, such as the bronzes of Benin, Ife and Awka. 
There are several other directions in which a museum, when developed to 
include objects of scientific and economic interest, would be of increasing 
value to the country. Possibilities for a museum organization in Nigeria 
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are almost unlimited: in educational work, in research, and in the collection 
and collation of historical, ethnographical and scientific information. 

To start a museum in a small way with temporary equipment and 
without a qualified curator would be hopeless, even disastrous. The 
perishable works of art must be kept under damp_ and insect-proof condi
tions and their care must be someone's responsibility. Temporary buildings 
have a way of being taken for other purposes when need arises, and tem
porary collections have a way of disappearing when the individuals whose 
enthusiasm originated the idea have gone. A suitable bUilding with adequate 
storage space must be converted for use or newly built; proper display 
cases must be supplied and a paid curator appointed. The collection itself 
would be made up of gifts from individuals- there are already two or three 
collections in Nigeria that would be given to a Nigerian museum if there 
were one, and which otherwise might be distributed to European museums
and by the gradual collection of the specimens now rotting. 

It is, of course, the duty of the Nigerian Government to provide a 
museum. Unfortunately, however, there is no independent public opinion 
in Nigeria that can bestir Government in such a matter. Nigeria, more
over, is a poor country, and cannot afford all the social services that are 
most urgent. When hundreds of thousands of pounds are needed for 
social services, and when the revenue of the Government has decreased 
by one-quarter last year, it is hard to find the few thousands needed for a 
museum. The Government departments work short-handed, so it hardly 
seems the time to ask for the creation of a fresh post. Yet the provision 
of a museum is of the greatest urgency or it will be too late, and is an essential 
part of a country's cultural and educational equipment. 

West Africa may legitimately remind the white people of their debt: 
of the slave trade, of commercial exploitation and of the seizure or at best 
the purchase at ' absurdly low prices of its works of art that have enriched 
collections of Europe and America and have inspired modern movements 
in art. It might be claimed that other countries have a responsibility to 
themselves in preserving and encouraging the culture of Africa; that the 
development of Africa in every way is to their own advantage and that 
the contribution that the negro has made and yet may make again to the 
culture of the world is of too great a value to be lost for the sake of the 
few thousand pounds that the -Nigerian Government is in no position to provide. 

Another object from the collection recently discovered at Igba (see page 27
1

). 
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MU D· BUILDING .. IN· KANO 

By H. P. ELLIOTT 

Illustrated by K. A. Robertson, M .C. 

. d 0 the thatched huts of other parts of T HE visitor who IS acc.usto~e t k by the sudden transition to flat 
Nigeria can hardly :t~I~ .to e struc b . mud architecture, when he 
roofs and the pOSSIbIlItIes opened up y d "battlements" huge 

' D nd arches parapets an , .. I 
comes to Kano. o~es a , d buildings often of surpnsmg y 
mud buttresses and Ptl.lars'htwo-sht?treYteure a kind of solidity and weight-
beautl u propor I, f h N man architecture 0 rance ·f I t·ons gIve t e arc I ec f F and 

almost like a mud counterpart 0 : e d O~y wandering down the na~row 
Britain. Some of these houses, ?un Id and reveal extraordinary vanety, 
side-streets of Kano city, are cent~?es 0 and of pleasing design. Even the 
and even complexity, of structura o~ms authorities) seem to enhance the 
borrow-pits (the ~u&"bear ?f t~~e s~~~k~I reflections of their skyline. These 
charm of these !)UIldH~gs. ~Ith d d 11" gs. their construction deserves to houses are not Just pnmltIve m,:, we m , 
be treated as an architecture of Its own. 

A 
prison 

interior 
at 

Kano. 

. ·ld· The walls of your house, if you 
Mud is a poor maten.al for b~~ri~~gbricks laid in courses and plastered 

live in Kano, are onl~ cOll1calh~~n of a feat that they can be made .to carry 
over with ~ud. It IS some~ ~o The builder accomplishe~ t~IS partly 
as much weIght of roof as t e~ h·· h· hives the larger bUlldmgs such 
by great thickness of walls-it ~s ~ IS r ~c g' ~he walls outwards towards the 
an air of medireval castles ; ~art ~ .Y ~t o~m buttresses. The ordinary Kano 
base, and, where these. are msu c~. ' y gh to need buttressing from the householder seldom bUIlds a room Ig enou 
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outside, but in any of the larger bu'ld' 
. h' h I mgs such a th . m w IC there are sometimes rooms f [, , [, s e pnsons and schools 
will see a whole row of buttresses add' 0 o~ty .eet and more in length, yo~ 
of the building. mg a P easmg balance to the appearance 

"Yhat are the other architectural featu ) 
to notIce first of all are the waterspouts a Je:h· "Those that you cannot fail 
knobs on the parapet round the roof to n T~e battlements"-the pointed 

p. purpose of the waterspout 

A modern doorway 
m Fage, the stranger 
suburb of Kano 
showing the typical 
mud canopy and 
"battlements" over 
the porch, and the 
builder's name writ
ten in Arabic over 

the door. 

in throwing the rain clear of the sides of th '. . 
anyone who has seen the damage do b e .bU!ldmg IS only too obvious to 
the spout has fallen out. The "bat~:m~ qu~~e a short storm of rain where 
out at the corners of the building and overn:~, on the other hand, standing 
;ery few. feat~res of Kano ' architecture h.e ~ront doorway, are one of the 
d erhaps m ongin they were; they may hW IC b are no~ purely functional. 
. own ward weight at points of stress t ave een desIgned to add to the 
roof, much like those over the butt ' 0 c~unter the outward thrust of the 
may have been purely decorative r~~ses 0 any Gothi~ cathedral: Or they 

purpose, drawmg attentIOn to the 

The roof struc
ture in building 
showing the wa~ 
m which . the 
azara are tied 
together and em
bedded in the 

mud wall. 

SECTION 

SHOWING 

CONSTRUCTION 

OF 

ARCH 

height and size of th b 'ld' 
which the Kano buililing~1 mTgtt and prfloviding a broken skyline, without 
waterspouts ( h seem at and heavy. Even th 1 . 
buildings. as t ey usually are nowadays) help to add lightneessu~: t~~ 

How does the mud builder s an a a [, . 
. Mud can of course stand h' P g P or an arch or a doorway) 

no onzontal pressure, as masonry can be fitted 
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to do. He supports the mud with lengths of ant-proof deleb-palm trunks 
(called azara). That is simple enough in the narrow doorway, but in a big 
gateway, such as one of those in the city walls, the wood is itself not strong 
enough to carry the weight of the mud above. So he places overlapping 
lengths of azara to shorten the gap, and thus you get another very typical 
feature of the mud architecture: the "steps" which may be seen at the top 

A Kano gateway 
in the city wall. 
The Jakara Gate 
- showing the 
"steps" in the 
construction of 
the roof supports. 

of any wide gateway, and which, if you did not realise that they were a 
structural necessity, you would think were a pleasant piece of decoration. 

The same principle is used for a slightly different purpose in the ordinary 
doorway into a house. The householder likes to recess his front-door as 
far as possible to keep the rain off his doorstep, and he therefore carries the 
mud forward in a kind of canopy over the 
porch. This is supported on cantilevers of 
overlapping azara fitted in exactly the same 
way as in the gateway, and plastered over with 
mud. The horizontal lines thus formed on each 
side of the door, and the projecting canopy 
above it, is perhaps the best example of a 
common structural arrangement serving to pro
duce an attractive design without any con
sciously decorative intention. 

The entrance room, or soro, is the one 
where a man likes to entertain his friends, so 
he tries to make it as imposing as possible. 
In addition to the structural effects described, 
he often decorates his gateway with designs. 
A modern fashion, combining decoration with 
advertisement, is for the builder to inscribe his 
name in Arabic characters over the lintel. The 
rich trader of the houses near the market often 
likes to cover the whole of the front of his 

An old-f~hioned type of 
doorway in a mallam's 
house in Kano city. The 
horseshoe shape gives a 
slightly Moorish effect. 

house with geometrical patterns. The moulding is in mud, with a sur
facing of native cement from the dye-pits, or, if he can afford it, with 
real cement. This form of mural decoration is a comparatively recent 
fashion. Forty or fifty years ago it was practically confined to the internal 
decorations with which the women used to adorn the walls of their houses . 
The modern patterns are already showing signs of passing from the geo
metrical to the representational; perhaps in a few years we shall have animals, 
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and even human forms, in relief like a Greek frieze, in defiance of strict 
Mohammedan custom-as is already appearing in the calabash poker-work. 

Inside the building, in the construction of the roof underneath the 
dome, Kano architecture is perhaps seen at its best. The arch is built up 
of sections of azara tied together and bound over to form the arch, and the 
dome is usually supported by two or more intersecting arches. The problem 
is how to fill in the intermediate space with the shortest possible lengths of 
palm trunks to carry the greatest possible weight. This is done by an 
ingenious arrangement of the azara. The corners of the room are cut off 
diagonally, and the points of intersection of the arches are similarly bridged, 
so as to shorten as far as possible the intermediate space between corners 
and centre. The result is the formation of a diamond-shaped pattern round 
the centre point of intersection (which is usually itself characterised by a 
colourful enamel dish set in the mud like a boss) and by triangular patterns 

at the corners. The azara mayor may not be covered over 
with mud, but the vaulting thus produced, of which there 
may be any number of varieties, is a most impressive piece 
of design-the most impressive thing about it being that its 
function is not decorative at all, but purely structural. 

A typical 
pattern of 
roof struc-

ture. 

The same effective moulding in mud over palm-trunk 
supports is to be seen in the capitals of mud pillars. Where 
a room cannot conveniently be arched, the roof is supported 
by pillars, the gap between each in a row, and between each 
pillar and the side wall, being bridged on the same principle 

of overlapping azara as in the gateway. The result is a capital in a pleasing 
form of crossed palm trunks, overlaid with mud. You cannot build slender 
mud pillars, and it is consequently very wasteful of space, but the effect in 
a building like a long prison cell, with alternate pillars lit by windows, is to 
give an air of extraordinary dignity-almost like the crypt of a cathedral
in a building certainly not designed for beauty! 

We know very little of how all these forms evolved, from where they 
were originally introduced to Kano, and What Were their prototypes in other 
countries. In the desert cities of farther north, where the rainfall is less, 
more elaborate structures, like slender minarets and towers, are possible. 
In Kano the rainfall is only just light enough for mud bUildings to be easily 
maintained at all. Already those who can afford to do so are showing a 
tendency to ruin the appearance of their houses with the better security of 
the "pan" roof. The native cement, or the red waterproof makuba sur
facing, are adequate protection against rain, but they are expensive to 
maintain. Can a means of incorporating "pan" into the structure without 
making it conspicuous be devised? It is already being successfully done by 
concealing it behind the parapet of the housetop, or by inserting "pan" in 
place of the matting on which the mud Over the azara .is plastered. Can 
the modern requirements of larger rooms, more window space and more 
two-storeyed dwellings to relieve congestion, be fulfilled without altering 
the present typical architectural forms? Can some compromise be reached 
between the clashing styles of the permanent buildings in stone or cement 
and of the Kano mud houses, for the construction of its public buildings in 
the future? These subjects need studying if the peculiar beauty and charm 
of the Kano mud architecture is not to be lost. 

Rowing boats are seldom seen in. other 
West African ports, but at FreetO'l;~ 
they are in very common use l1Tf/ej 
ence to canoes and paddles. lS. use 
of oars and of large sailing boats .lS .no 
doubt due to the very long ass.oczatwn 
of Freetown with European shzps. 

A PICTURESQUE SCENE 
IN FREETQWN HARBOUR, 

SIERRA LEONE. 



PRACTICAL HEALTH PROGRAMME AT THE 
BAPTIST BOYS' HIGH SCHOOL, ABEOKUTA 

BATHING their hands before eating lunch and daily treatment of ulcers 
and other minor ailments have been practised so constantly by our 
boys that they could almost go through the performance in their sleep. 

The small dispensary Was begun several years ago in an attempt to 
check the bad attendance record caused by the daily stream of boys going 
to the hospital for minor ailments. Our small outdoor "treatment centre" 
is open for forty-five minutes before the opening of school each morning 
and for a while after school in the afternoon. I 

The equipment is very simple indeed: (I) a U -shaped bench covered 
with zinc on which the boys rest their feet while being treated; (2) two 
deep basins with cross-pieces of wood where the boys stand to clean their 
ulcers; (3) a wooden table and two Wooden trays divided into three-inch 
compartments for holding the simple remedies-iodine, boric acid solution, 
liquid quinine, cotton swabs made . by wrapping bits of cotton wool around 
the ends of three-inch length sticks from native brooms, zinc ointment, 
Epsom salts, dusting powder, eye and ear drops, one tray each of one-half 
inch and one inch strips of cotton lint, cotton wool, sulphur ointment, 
Dettol, bandages and a big supply of warm, salt water. 

The "ailing" boys line up in order of arrival. In case of a very simple 
sore, the boy is given a cotton swab and a small pan of warm salt water. 
He rests his foot on the cross-piece Of the deep basin, cleans his sore, then 
places it on the long bench where the dressing is applied. He bandages 
the sore in the presence of those in charge. Each "patient" is required 
to buy two bandages at one halfpenny each, thus he always has a dean 
one. Those with deeper ulcers are he1pe,d by the "nurses." A rubber 
syringe filled with Warm salt water helps greatly in the quick cleaning of 
a deep sore. It all takes a very short time and has done much toward 
teaching Our students the value of prompt attention to little ailments. I 
might add that at any time during the day those who injure themselves 
while playing, or those SUffering from the Customary "stomach ache," feel free to come for treatment. 

Then there is the daily hand-washing drill. · This is done as each 
class marches out for lunch . . Each class is supplied with pails and two 
small pans, also a piece of soap. The class files out and forms two straight 
lines. Two boys (chosen for a week) have the buckets of water ready. 
The first passes rapidly along the line, pouring a small amount of water 
into the cupped hands of each boy. The soap follows and each boy rubs 
Ill, hmd, b,i.Jdy with it. Th, ",cond boy P"'", with w"". POll,ing 
some over' each pair of hands for rinsing off the soap. The entire per
formance is OVer in a few minutes and the boys have long since learned 
that "gari," rice and soup taste much better when eaten from clean hands. 

-. ==~~=:~~'-" -

d hite of a water-colour A reduced reproduction in·tzla~:~~i~g-~he dance d~scr.ibed. by 
drawing by Mr. Nnachy I us w The original patnttnf{ IS a 
him in the artlc~e prtnted bel~hich the well-grouped fIgures, 
strongly decorat"lVe one tn uare depicted in full colour upon . d by ltvely actton, 
charactense a yellow ground. 

ITE ODO-OHAFIA WAR DANCE 

By D. L. K. NNACHY 

(Art as er, M t Ohafia District Schools) 

h have done some unusually THIS game is p~ayed only db~t ~f~:es °as other g~mes in the district. 
brave deed. It IS not p~ye mber of Ite Odo dies. 
It 'can only be played w en a me . d by two 

. of the members accompame . The big pot is carr~ed. by on~ nd skulls got from the olden time 
attendants; a white cock IS t.led to t e )~~t ut into it. The members have 
Iso tied on and a young .wme-palm ~ :hite chalk and grou~d camwood. 

tao decorate their bodies wlhth yello~ paolknet'the spirits of once-actlve
d 
m embers

t
" 

bl h ' orn to mv f h t n presen " The trumpeter ows IS . gs to tell the deeds 0 t. e pas a h the 

now dead. T';~~ ~~~~~;~~~a~~nto ca~1 them ea~h by ';~e n;::~:ere~eats ~i::';:' ':'i~~' and knoch the 170 ~a~i:th~:n t~~~t t~:' "" amw" in cho~,. his drum and the trumpeter ow 

with harmonious effect. . . th fashion of brave 
h' tt ndants move me. f Then the pot carr~er and ISh a Jeceased is buried for it is a sign 0 They stop playmg after t e men. 11 

bidding him farewe . 
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Fig. I . At Jebba . Fig . 11. At Tada. 

FIGURES AT JEBBA AND TADA 
By F. DE F. DANIEL 

JEBBA is well known to travellers going north by the Nigerian Railway, 
but few are aware of the two bronze figures to be seen in the Nupe 
village in Jebba island, and fewer still have had opportunity to see those 

at Tada, 25 miles down stream. Jebba and Tada are two of the eight 
"Ledu" villages described by Dr. Nadel in Man, Vol. XXXV, p. 143. 
These villages formerly held jurisdiction over certain crimes, and were 
responsible for the execution of criminals, who were strangled to death 
by means of an iron chain which was the visible symbol of authority. 

The Jebba figures are one male and one female, both of bronze, while 
of the seven Tada figures four are of bronze, two of copper and one of 
what appears to be pure brass. There is a marked resemblance between 
the male figure at Jebba (Figure I) and the principal figure at Tada (Figures 
II and llA) both in technique, decorative treatment and conventional form. 
The latter is of dark bronze, 3 feet 8 inches in height. The head-dress 
appears to be a tight-fitting helmet, from which hang five cords reaching 
to the waist. On the forehead is a medallion which bears the device of a 
horned and moustachioed face, surrounded by an interlacing design and 
surmounted by a crest in the form of a bird. The close-fitting gown reaches 
to the knee and is richly decorated with designs in bas-relief of a long
eared beaked figure with interlacing limbs. Round the neck hangs a 
tasselled stole , and necklace and chain supporting another medallion which 
bears the design of a ram-like head surrounded by three birds. 

Though the similarity between the two figures is obvious, the differences 
are interesting. The quilted costume of the J ebba figure with dagger in 
front and quiver on back suggests a warrior in the act of drawing a bow, 
while the elaborate ornamentation of the Tada figure may perhaps portray 
a king, a priest or a civil official. The helmet of the Jebba figure bears a 
medallion which displays the same long-eared beaked device that appears 
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at T ada, and the top of. the helmet 
is covered with what is now a tangled 
mass of bronze wire presumably 
intended to represent hair. The 
Tada figure is very heavy, due 
possibly to a clay core still inside. 

Another of the bronze figures 
represents an elephant (Figure Ill) 
with slender body and long legs and 
a r idge along the back. T he two 
remaining bronze figures are of 
ostriches, 4 feet 4 inches and 3 feet 
6 inches in height respectively. Each 
bears on the back a plate suggestive 
of a tortoiseshell but fiat. The two 
copper figures appear to be cast of 
pure copper. One represents a man 
standing with Clasped hands. A 
small pigtail adorns the head ; the 
eyes are bulging and the feet are 
very large. The other (shown in 
Figure IV) is a seated figure of 
remarkably realistic design. There 
remains one small figure I foot 
4 inches in height, apparently of 
pure brass. It represents a male 
of ungainly proportions and coarse 
features, holding a crook and wearing 
an apron, with a cloth round the 
loins (Figure V) . 

(Below) Fig. 111. 
Elephant at Tada. 

Fig. IIa . At Tada. 
(This illustration gives a more complete 
view of the figure, the head · of which is 
reproduced at the top of the previous page. ) 



~]] the figures, both at Jebba and Tada, appear to have been made b 
the are perdue process, but there is a rema k bl d' f' Y 

d " . r a e Ivergence 0 techlllque an artIstIC treatment. I t IS impossible to th' k th t h I 
three sources from which the fi ~n a t ere are ess than 
of the different metals but be gures were .denve~, not merely on account 
"L d" .]] b. . ~ause of t~e wIdely dIvergent treatment. The 
of t~leu N~~ ages ar~ y tladItlOn assocIated with Tsoede, the cultural hero 

h e race w 0 IS supposed to have flourished in the first half of the 
~~er~e~~~~~~~e t~a~~ei~os~'~ °trigbinaldly ~rom Atagara (Idah) on the lower 

I 0 e en.ved ~rom the Nupe Etsu Edo-
that IS, Kmg of Benin. The best of 
the figure~ certainly suggest Bini 
~orkm~nshlp, but enquiries at Benin 
Its~lf faIled t? pro.duce any satisfactory 
eVIdence of IdentIfication. It may be, 
however, that the design (Figure VI) 
found on a ceremonial bell at Benin 
may be a conventional and debased 
for?1 of · the long-eared beaked figure 
whIch appears on the two principal 
figures at Jebba and Tada. Unfor
t~nately, in the short time at my 
?Isposal .1 was unable to obtain any 
mformatlOn about this design. 

Fig. VI It may be remarked in passing 
h . . that the rulers of Idah are supposed 

to :ve come ~ngma!ly from. Jukon stock. Is it possible that the bronze 
wor ers of Benm denved theIr art from this source ' 

There. is a curious resemblance between the t'wo co fi T d d . . pper gures at 
a a an certam terra cotta figures found at Esie. (See Niaeria J 8 ) 

" ,une, 193 . 

Car trouble 40 miles from Agades. 

TRAN~SAHARA BY CAR 
By R. F. HOGARTH 

Illustrated from photographs by the Author 

(N.B.-The first part of this article appeared in our last issue.-EDITOR.) 

Tuesday, May 2nd. In Eker to Arak, 142 miles. 

ON a wide sandy plain of purest gold a S.A.T.T. (Societe Algerienne 
des Transports Tropicaux) bus-lorry stuck with a burnt-out dynamo. 

. Nearby rested a curious caravan of goats, donkeys, and camels
curious because the human element consisted of only shy women and 
children who receded gently from the camera. On one side towered silver 
granite formations and away over many miles the sharp-peaked mountains 
were blue beyond the golden sea of desert. In the afternoon a stony: track 
took us down through the deep gorges of Arak, the rock walls rising on 
either side in great natural fortifications of Norman-castle-like shape. At . 
the bottom lay the bordj and to our utter surprise, a lake. By moonlight 
the "fortresses" rose immeasurably grand. 

Wednesday, May 3rd. Al'ak to In Salah, I8r miles. 
A camel up to the neck in stones is a queer sight even at some distance: 

coming closer, we saw that it was standing in a hidden valley. Later, 
silver-green grass looked like little waves washing over golden tablelands 
which deteriorated into an indescribably horrible desolate khaki wildness 
howling with wind and sand until we could see only a yard ahead of the 
bonnet. Lunch inside the shut-up car was sloppy chocolate, bread and 
sand. The metalwork was burnished by the driving grit, but a departing 
sandstorm rises lovely from an inverted cone, golden at the point and 
broadening through rose pink to a cloud of deep red-brown. Two camel 
riders struggled in the distance. We burst a tyre, rushed up soft dunes 
and ground our way into gritty In Salah, obviously an interesting post 
under more pleasant conditions. Passport formalities were dealt with in 
buildings which looked like runny chocolate. Sightseeing became unbear
able in the flying dust, but we had plenty to occupy us with displaced springs 
and fractious tyres. In the glum hotel everything tasted of sand. 

Thursday, May 4th. In Salah to El Golea, 259 miles. 
Setting out on a crystal clear morning towards conical hills with flat 

lids, we soon rose steeply and suddenly up a twisty road on to the great 
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Map of the route followed from Umuahia to th M d' 
e e lterranean. 

windy Tademait Plateau where the sudd 
clothes. We sped quickly over th 6 en cold ~ade us rush for more 
expanse and in the afternoon by be ~9 fusty mIles of this dried mud 
and thyme We arrived at the rich ~n s h? wha~ appeared to be heather 
spent the following day luxuriat.' re res mg oaSIS of El Galea. Here We 
in a rathe.r cold lake and explori~;gth~m~~gt date [aIm groves, swimming 
a mountam rock. From its summit . ort,.t e Ksawr, carved out of 
green island set in a yellow sea Th I thIs beautIful oasis formed a huge 

. e uxury-hotel garden was a mass of rOses. 
Saturday M a 6th El G 1 

, Y . J Olea to Ghardaia 19 1 "l 
\lear of El Galea before 6 a.m we sUdd mz es. . 

~f a ndge, but with frenzied speed ·~o that w en~ sr~ck m soft sand on top 
us, we freed ourselves and 'ourne des ou not be passed by the 

colourless mountains, arrivIng in ~~ moslt off the dull day between desolate 
e ear y a ternoon at rubbishy-looking 
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Ghardaia, where the houses look as if they were made of dirty white card
board. Arabs huddled in poverty-stricken tents and the local bus was a 
mass of clanging scrap-iron. 

From Belvedere, at the top of the hill, one sees five different towns, 
the most interesting being Ben Suef, walled in and exclusively inhabited 
by quiet, fair-skinned Mozabites in cream-coloured robes. Their little 
girls dressed in flowered frocks fluttered away from us up the narrow streets 
where women completely enveloped in cream wraps stole past secretively. 
The market-place, though full of people, was almost silent except for the 
sellers hawking their wares. No woman was to be seen there and the wise 

A Caravan near the Haggar Mountains. 

old men sat at their doors on bright woven rug:; speaking in whispers. No 
smoking was allowed. 

Ghardaia itself rises up a hill surmounted by a mosque from the 
minaret of which the muezzin announced that we infidels were about. 

Sunday, May 7th. Ghardaia to Laghouat, 127. miles. 
The desert was falling behind us now and innumerable tracks spread 

wide over a grassy plain where you could take your choice of electric pylons 
or telegraph poles for guides. Wheatfields were beginning to ripen and 
camels were more woolly. By the time we reached Laghouat, a typical 
French provincial town where Spahis in their splendid uniforms paraded 
up and down the boulevards, the desert was almost forgotten: . The evening 
was cold' and we shivered as we ascended the tall minaret which commands 
the town and from which we could see the last traces of the great Sahara, 
dim gold in the pale green dusk. 

Monday, May 8th. Laghouat to Algiers, 268 miles. 
Vegetation grew richer and richer; large flocks of fat lambs were being 

driven from the crowded market of Boghari, great masses of dark blood-red 
poppies stained the fields, and the hillsides of the Atlas Mountains were 
carpeted with a wealth of spring flowers . Children tried to tempt us with 
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bunches of lilac as we approached the Chiffa . 
and dangerous. gorges, which are deep, narrow 

Algiers is a disappointment- semi E ' 
magnificent hilly setting overlook' - u~opean, vulgar and noisy in a 
warships lay in the port Tram~ng a sPdacblOus busy bay. Three French 
ch h dd . ars an uses banged 1 d eap, soy and showy adve ( h . a ong, ress was 
quiet corners there were ~ome ; Isem~nts fis rIeked their wares, but in 
Aft th d ecorative ower and bI 

er. e gran eur of the other-worldl s a vegeta ~ markets. 
matenal.world comes back with a 'ar' Y . p c~s of des~rt emptmess, this 
an unsatisfying makeshift H J d 'd It IS neither AfrIca nor Europe but 

'1 f . ere en e Our Sahara . 
ml es rom Katsina; 3,°36 from Umuahia Journey; 2,710 desert 

Three days later we crossed th M d' . . 
to Marseilles; two days after th tee Ite.rranean m the "Ville d'Alger" 
days miserably wet and cold E a we ~ere.m Paris, where we spent some 
of the Sainte Chapelle wer~ b ::en at t at time the beautiful glass windows 

h d L d emg removed to saf tOM reac e on on, where the Rev. R Fi hey.. .n ay 19th we 
C?llege) and Mrs. Fisher awaited ~s a}tee: (the firs~ PrInCipal of Umuahia 
miles brought me to my home in S 1 4,21 3 mll~s. Another 30o-odd 

I cot and, 4,626 mIles from U h' 
. n so sho.rt a. space it is impossible to do m~a la. 

a Journey wInch IS a dream-experi . 'd more than merely mdicate 
and indescribable. ence, VIVI and elusive, unforgettable 

"MR. JOHN BROWN" 

The headman of the coin dive F 
passengers for hi . rs at reetown. He is well kn - I 
entertainr/tent dur~n;~he'1e:ho~~;s t;:~d t~:peh~ divingd h.elp o:n ;:o;:;je ~~~~l C~i:~ 

of headman carries with it the titl~ f'Mspen; htn the harbour. The post 
r. 0 n Brown." 
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AN IMPROVED BIT SUITABLE FOR 
NATIVE USE 
By F. DE F. DANIEL 

T HE accompanying sketches show ;-
A. A specimen of the bit in common use in the Northern Provinces. 
B. An improved bit made in the School Workshop at Ilorin. 

The chief feature of Bit A is the spiked gag which operates against the 
roof of the horse's mouth. It serves its purpose of providing complete 
control, but in careless or inexperienced hands it becomes a severe instrument 
of torture. Efforts to introduce a more humane type of bit have generally 
failed, because the substitute offered was not adapted to native tackle and 

B 

Improved Bit 

3/8 Scale 

did not give sufficient control. It must be remembered that the native 
always rides on the rein, and only uses the bit as a corrective, but he requires 
a bit of sufficient severity to enable him to ride his stallion alongside a mare. 

Bit B was designed by Mr. J. Morton, Veterinary Officer, after a pattern 
produced by Colonel Doherty, late Chief Veterinary Officer of Kenya 
Colony. My wife and myself have used this bit on our ponies and on 
others which had never been ridden with anything but the native bit. It 
has also been adopted by the Emir of Ilorin and many of his District 
Heads and other officials, and has met with their approval. The advantages 
are ;-

1. The high port gives effective control without undue severity. 
2. It can be made by any competent local blacksmith. 
3. It is easily adjusted to native tackle. . . 
4. The difficulty of the curb chain has been eliminated by substItutmg 

a leather thong, which can be adjusted as required. 
Bits of this pattern are obtainable on application to the Headmaster, 

Middle School, Ilorin. Price 2S. each. 
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WOODWORK FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

By K. C. MURRAY 

THE accompanying drawings show sbme of the main types of wood
work that Elementary Schools can do, using matchets and locally 
made knives and chisels. The articles can be made with greater or 

less elaboration according to the skill of the pupils and in their more elaborate 
forms would be suitable for Higher Elementary Schools that cannot afford 
to do carpentry. 

The figures set against the drawings give the lowest classes in which 
the various articles might be made. 

The series has been prepared for schools in the Iba provinces, but a 
similar series could be made for the Yoruba provinces. Xylophones, 
trough-mortars and slit drums could be omitted and "Qm<;>langi," various 
forms of posts and staffs, weavers' shuttles, "Ayo" boards, and "Ibeji," 
among other articles, could be added. 
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Pestle 
E2 

(In addition to the examples illustrated 
on this and the opposite page, further 
suitable objects are illustrated on page 292.) 

Hoe handle 
E2 

Xylophone 
El 

Slit drum ' 
E 3-4 

Comb 
E2 

Mask 
E4 
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Woodwork for 
Elementary 

Schools 

"Skin" drum 
E 3-4 

Flat board 
E2 

"Epa" box 
E2 



More Woodwork for Elementary Schools 

Four-legged stool 
E2-3 

Mirror frame 
E2-3 

Bowl 
E3 

Spoon 
E3 
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Mortar 
E 3-4 

Stool 
E 3-4 

Mortar 
E 3-4 

Bowl 
E 3-4 

Some members of the excellent band of the C.M.S . Central School, 
Ikare, Ondo Province. 

NOTES ON WALL PAINTINGS 
By K. C. MURRAY 

I F you intend to decorate a room in your school you should note the 
following points :--

I. The subjects of the different pictures should have some connecting 
idea. They should all illustrate the same kind of things; for example, 
scenes in African markets; scenes of African industries; farming scenes, 
or other grouped subjects. 

2. Before starting, plan how the pictures will be arranged in the 
room, how high they will be from the ground, how near they will reach to 
the top of the wall, how they will be arranged, taking into account the 
windows and doors. Sometimes some existing line in the building, such as 
the height of the window ledges or the tops of doors and windows can be 
used to place the height of the pictures and will provide a connection between 
the pictures and the architecture. 

3· The way the pictures are drawn should be similar throughout the 
series. Thus the colours should harmonise and the people should be roughly 
the same size in every picture. By the use of only a few colours a harmonious 
and architectural effect is more likely to be obtained than by the use of a 
great many, and the local colours described by Mr. Umana in his article 
are excellent for this purpose. Border patterns can help to connect the 
pictures together. . 

4. The details of the pictures must be clear. Hands must be clearly 
drawn. The leaves of trees and plants must be distinct. 

5. When painting, keep on looking at the picture from ten or twelve 
feet away. If you judge the effect while standing close to the wall, the 
picture may not be clear from a distance.' 

A fine wall painting from Okwu Olokor? is illustrated in Nigeria No. IS, 
p . 237, and others from Inre, near Awka, in No. 16, pp. 288-9. 
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HOW TO MAKE A PICTURE-HINTS FOR 
ELEMENTARY PUPILS 

By U. IBRAHIM 

Government College, Ibadan 

FIRST you'll have to choose something to draw. It must be something 
interesting. People doing things make interesting pictures. You can 
choose two boys running, or some people dancing Juju, or some people 

buying and selling in the market-or something like that. 

Let's begin with two boys running. Now the first thing to do is to 
think about it; think where they are running. Imagine you are running 
yourself and feel where your arms and legs will go. 

It is quite a good idea to make a list of the things you are going to 
put into your picture. For "Two boys running" you might have in your 
picture: Two boys; the rail of the racecourse; some green grass; some 
houses and trees; the sky, with a bird flying in it. 

Then you have to fit all these things into your 'Paper. Use a big piece 
of paper, and make your picture fill the whole of it. If you have a drawing 
book, use one whole page for each picture. Before you begin to 'draw the 
picture, draw a frame or border for it. 

Now what's this picture about? It's about two boys-so the boys 
will have to be large, because they are the most important things in the 
picture. It is a good idea to get a piece of rough paper and plan your 
picture on that: put your two boys in first, large and important, and then 
fit in the other things-the grass area, the trees and the houses, and so on, 
into their proper places, leaving a proportionate area for sky. 

You can make your rough drawing quite quickly. Then take your 
real drawing paper, with the border or frame, and see how the things in 
your rough drawing will fit into the frame. The best way to do this is to 
draw the picture just with your finger~pointing out the space for the boys, 
and the space for the sky and the houses and the grass and so on. Do this 
several times, until you are quite sure where everything has to go to fill 
the page properly. Remember we want to fill the page and not leave 
any big empty spaces with nothing interesting in them. If you want to 
draw a boy, don't just begin with his head: first of all, put a dot to show 
where his head is to go, then put another dot for the middle of his body: 
then put one dot for each foot. In that way you'll get the whole boy in 
the right place, and he will not be too big or too small. 

Our picture is to be two boys running. It is important that they should 
look as if they were running; not as if they were falling over, or kicking 
a football, but running. Think what it feels like to run. Have a picture 
in your head of a boy running; then put your feeling, and your picture, on to the paper. 

Watch someone write "cat" on a blackboard; watch him carefully. 
Do you see that he moves his arm and not his fingers? Have another 
look-watch him write "dog." Now that's the way to draw: move your 
arm and not your fingers. Draw quickly and easily: think first where the 
lines have to go, and then draw. Your line should be alive. 

Here are some things you must never do in making pictures: (I) 
Never use a ruler; (2) never trace or copy from another picture; (3) 
never use a rubber or eraser; (4) never work over a line, or go Over it again. 
If you keep these rules, your lines and your picture will be alive, but if 
you don't, your picture will be dull and dead. 
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PORTRAIT HEAD 

by Giwa, Epe Government School. 
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GUNS 

By M. D. W. JEFFREYS, Ph.D. (London) 
Senior District Officer, Nigeria 

XPLICATIONS are ' constantly made to me as an Administrative 
Officer for permits to carry firearms, but few people stop to consider 
what is the local name for a gun. Clearly, as the article is foreign, 

its name should also be of foreign extraction, and in a considerable area of 
Africa the word for the gun is not of African origin. Strange to say,that, 
though to-day Europeans are the greatest manufacturers of arms, the word 
used is not European but Moorish or Arabic. 

From the fact that the Moors are credited with the discovery of gun
powder, it is surmised that they also first made guns. Describing the 
Arab civilization in Spain, Lady Lugard writes: 

"For the composition of gunpowder we get, towards the end of the 
eighth century, the following prescription: 'Pulverise on a marble mortar 
one pound of sulphur, two of charcoal and six of salt petre.' "1 

This formula is still quite a good one for black gunpowder. It is 
known that "artillery was used by the Moors of AIgeciras in Spain in 1343." 2 

. However, earlier still, at the siege of Tafilet by the Arabs in 1274, 
mention is made of "fire-engines which throw out iron gravel." The shot, 
it is said, 

"Was forced from the piece by means of a burning powder, of which 
the singular properties work effects that rival the power of the Creator."3 

Now, for years before Europe traded with Africa, the Moors had the 
monopoly of the African commerce. On the accompanying map the 
caravan routes that began at Fez, Tripoli, and Thebes and ended in Northern 
Nigeria and what is now French Senegal are shown. These trade routes 
were being used by the Arabs a thousand years ago, and it is clear from 
what follows that guns were early imported into Northern Nigeria and that 
in the 14th and 15th centuries the armies there were better armed than 
those of Great Britain, France or Germany: 

"The King of Bornu came (about the end of the fourteenth century) 
to Kano with a great host, many men with drums on horseback, fifes, flags 
and guns . . .. Embassies from Bornu to Tripoli are frequently mentioned, 
and before the end of the sixteenth century the armies of Bornu, more 
advanced than the majority of European troops, were armed in great part 
with muSkets. The Spaniards were ahead of the rest of Europe in this 
respect, but it may be remembered that at the battle of Lepanto, which 
was fought in 1571, only the crews of the more important ships were armed 
with muskets. In an engagement which Drake had with the Spaniards 
off the American coast in 1572, the English crews were armed with only 
bows and arrows, and when Queen Elizabeth ascended the throne in 1557, 
the principal weapons in the arsenals of England were bows and arrows. 
Yet, if the Kano Chronicle is to be trusted, the troops of Bornu had 'guns' 
as early as the beginning of the fifteenth century."< 

Consequently, it would not be surprising to find that the Moorish 
word' for a gun had been adopted by the local natives and is now regarded 
as a native word. 

'Lugard, Lady. A Tropical Depeildency, p. 36. London, I90 5. 
2Vincent, B. Haydn's Dictionary of Dates, p. 80. London, t910. 
3Lugard, Lady. A Tropical Dependency, p. 66. London, 190 5. 
<Ibid, pp. 272, 278. 

. Each man carries a muzzle-loading 
A gathering of hunters fj'om On:oot:~i~;';/Zy the striking of a flint on steel. 

gun discharged by a spar 

was their name for, the town of Venice, 
The Moorish word for a gun h In just the same way the best 

because the best gu,~~~:J~e~,a~:c:u::e'they were made by the Moors at 
swords were called 

Toledo in Spain. gun IS "bindiga" and in 
N · . the native name for a f the I Northern Igena d SI'sters, sprung rom n. .." nduki" These wor s are 

East Afnca It his ~u th same Moorish root. 
same Arab mot er, rom e . . showed how 

J h ton the great Bantu lingUlstlc expert, Sir Harry 0 ns , I' 
. h d me into genera use. 

this Moons wor ca . h . f m of the Arab name 
b b d q WhlC IS a or . . 

"Bunduki from the Ara un u "cum-became Bandig, Bundlq, m 
for 'Venice' (Venedig-from. Vene~1 An improved type of firearms 
Mediterranean Arabic in r.neduE~al t~~:~)~hence by commerce throughout 
was manufactured at Velllce an sp . the Arabs of North and East 
the Eastern Mediterranean, thus reachmg their name for 'Venice.' The 

. Africa, who applied ~o the .new we:~~~rated Negro Africa from seve~al 
word is very mterestmg as ~. ~a~ p t' for 'gun' throughout East A~lca 
directions. It is ~ow th~ c ~ ver;~netrated, but it is also here and t ere 
wherever the Zanzibar tra ers a 
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the word for 'gun' in the central and western Sudan and in parts of the 
Congo, having come thither from Moorish Africa. "5 

Now the Moorish name "Bandig" for "Venice" as the name for a 
firearm is the form found in Northern Nigeria, namely "Bindiga," a rifle. 

In the attached map of Africa the shaded areas are those in which I 
know that the Moorish word for Venice is the local native w~:>rd for a gun. 

The trade routes show how the article and the word reached Northern 
Nigeria and part of French West Africa. The other shaded area shows 
how the Arabs penetrated East Africa from the sea. Their dhows came 
down the Red Sea and past the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb (an Arab namej to the port of Zanzibar. 

If any readers can supply information which will ~nable the shaded 
areas to be enlarged I would be most grateful to receive it. 

5]ohnson , H. H. A comparative Study of the Bantu and Semi-Bantu Languages. Vol. n, p. 314. Oxford, 1922. 
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showing (by thirk straight lines) the trade routes by which the name of 
Venice, translcted into Mediterranean Arabic, travelled southwards 
towards Nigeria, and (by shaded areas) the regions of the African 
Continent over which further adaptations of the name of Venice are 
known to the author of the foregoing article to be in use as the native 
word for "gun. " . As mentioned in his last paragraph, Mr. Yeffreys 
would welcome further information en(2bling these areas to be enlarged. 
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A general view oif th h . T 
I( zve. 'he entrance hole is at the 
end on the left. 

IMPROVEMENT IN AFRICAN BEE KEEPING 
By ]..D. CLARKE I 

(With ack11;owledgments to an a;ticle by T W Ch 
AssIstant, Entomological Section Uga d ;rley, F.R.E.S., Laboratory 

, n a orestry Department.) 

W !LD honey bees make their nests in h 11 
In any: protected cavity sufficientl I 0 ow trees, termite hills, or 

: comb In which to rear their 0 y arg~ to, enable them to build 
habIt, have long made use of the b y u~g. hAfncan farmers, knowing this 
of hive th ees lor oney empl . . 

~, . e most common of which are th h 11' °YIng several sorts 
a covenng of cow dung . Th h' . e 0 ow log and the basket wI'th d . . ese Ives are 1 d' . 

unng ~he swarming season and mak th' p ~ce In. trees and bees come 
of the hive collects honey during th e elr omes In them. The OWner 
to take out the honeycomb he kill: ~ea~0I?- of the honey-flow, and in order 
burnIng grass. In this manner h r nves away the bees by means of 
but the wax is of little value becaus~n~r a~~ wax are obtained plentifully 
other rubbish. Actually the larg 1 I~ . my and contains dead bees and 
away could be sold With' good pr~fii~~ntltIeS °If wax which are now thrown 

Th I proper Y prepared 
e brood comb is the comb' h' h . 

contains little honey, the cells bein In w If the y?ung bees are reared. It 
brood ~omb is of permanent valu~ :ost y occupIed .by young bees. This 

IThere IS very little wax in it and th the .beefs, whIch use it continually' 
ow pric F h ' e wax IS 0 poor q r d . e. or t ese reasons and b h b ua Ity an fetches a 

young bees, the destruction of it sh~~~~seb t de. rood comb contains many 
Th h e Iscouraged 

. e oneycomb is the place h h b' • 
wax of this comb is bright y 11 ~ ere t e ees store the honey. The 

e ow In colour and of good quality . . 
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The new hive designed for the use of farmers consists of two rooms, 
a brood room and a honey room separated by a queen-excluder, which 
keeps the queen in the brood room and prevents her laying eggs in the 
cells of the comb in the other room where the honey is stored. The bee
keeper is thus able to remove honeycomb without damaging the brood 
comb and to obtain clean honey and wax. 

A hive can be made of woven grass matting or of basket work. As 
mentioned above, a properly made hive must have two rooms separated 
by a partition with holes in it which are big enough to let the worker bees 
pass through to the store room but which are small enough to prevent the 
queen going through to spoil the honey store by laying eggs in it. The 
matting or basket work hive should be made like a long drum three feet 
long and one foot in diameter. 

To make it strong there should be three or four strong ·rings fixed 
inside made out of young sticks which can be easily bent. In the middle 
dividing the basket work into two rooms the queen-excluder must be fixed. 
The queen-excluder is the most· difficult part of the hive to make. It is a 
partition which must be full of holes and the holes must be exactly * of 
an inch wide, no more and no less. Also the holes must have smooth 
edges so that the wings of the bees may not be torn. (Sheets of metal may 
be bought from Messrs. United Africa Co., Ltd., with holes of the correct 
size and number stamped out of them.) If the holes are even a little too 
wide the queen will be able to go through; if they are a little too small 
the workers will not be able to pass freely to the store room. 

Two coiled grass (or cane) mats are required to close the ends of the 
basket hive. One of them should have a one-inch diameter hole in the 
centre. This one should be tied firmly all round the edge. This one is 
the front door of the hive; the bees enter through it and go into the brood 
room. 

An end view of the hive with the back open to show the 
honey chamber and the queen bee excluder. 
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The other cover is the door of the honey store and is always closed 
except when the owner of the hive comes to collect the honey. 

The hive should now be plastered on the outside with clay or with 
mud and cow dung and dried slowly in the sun. If dung is used the hive 
must be hung up for several days in a place where the smoke of a fire will 
kill the smell of the dung as the bees do not like it. 

Alternatively, a simple hive may be made from a petrol box as shown 
in the acc0mpanying illustration. • 
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ENTRANC0 

A simple form of hive made from a petrol box. The letters 
indicate: (A) Brood room with queen; (B) Slotted zinc 

queen-excluder: (C) Honey store with door. 

The place chosen for the hives should be about a hundred yards from 
any building. As many as twenty to thirty hiyes can be kept in the same 
place, so long as they are spaced three or four feet apart. The entrances 
to the hives should face east, unless the prevailing wind is from the east, 
when they should face west. The ground around each hive must be kept 
free from grass and weeds, and any obstruction immediately in front of an 
entrance, such as a bush or tree, should be removed, because it would 
hinder the /Jees going in and out. 

Bef6re :the hive is placed in position it must be covered with grass to 
protect the dung from rain and sun; for this purpose sword grass is very 
suitable. The grass should be arranged in a thick~ even layer lengthwise 
over the hive and bound with banana fibre; the grass must extend well 
beyond the honey chamber end of the hive, and must there be gathered 
together, tied, and cut off beyond the knot. -The end with the entrance 
hole must not be covered. The grass must never be untied except for 
removal of the pad to take away honeycomb, because exposure to the weather 
will cause the dung to crack and make openings through which another 
swarm of bees might enter and cause trouble. 

The hive is best supported on three forked poles, like those used to 
support the roof of a hut. The height of the poles should be such that 
the bee entrance end of the hive will be on a level with the shoulder and 
the other end level with the forehead. The poles for this purpose should 
be of the sort which termites do not readily attack, ' or these insects will 
eat away the supports and the hive will fall and be ruined. Where no 
suitable poles are obtainable, freshly-cut wild fig may be used, because it 
will grow and escape damage; otherwise, the hive may be placed in the 
fork of a tree, preferably near shoulder height, to make it easy to remove 
the honey. . 
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. . bl lace swarms of bees will come 
If the hives are fixed m ha sUltaf e ePmpty' hives in the house, because 

I · 11 to ave a ew . h and enter them. t IS we . h' h may be found hangmg on t e 
they will be useful to hold swa:lmsbw clCaptured Swarming bees cannot 

may eaSl ye. . d h trees. These swar~s h with honey before swarmmg, an t ey are 
sting; they fill thel~ ~tomac s . 0 the position necessary for them to 
unable to bend thelr abd?mens mt arm is clinging is cut and very gently 
sting The branch to whlch the hSW l'S held near to the hive entrance 

. h' Then t e swarm . If . t carried to an empty lve. b es then enter the hlve. owmg.o 
hole and shaken vigorously .. T~e e tree it should be cut again, but thlS 
some mischance the swarm flies mto a 11 ~er leased to find a new home. 
rarely occurs, because the bees a~e ~~~a hfve i; ~laced on the forked poles 
When all the bees have en~ere '. of bees should not be moved when 
which should be ready for l.t. H~v~s because moving them causes many 
once they have been placed m posltlOn, 
bees to be lost. 

ne to exclude the queen bee from 
A separator made of C% h' The openings are large 
the honey section of t e k IV~. t pass in and out but 
enough to alllolw thl et wtt; l:rge:e~u:en pass through, too sma to e 

en the hive by carefuIIy removing 
During the season the beekee~er F~n OPBy opening the hive at the back 

the pad which seals th~ back en ~ l~u~g bees which are all in the brood 
in this way no da~age ~s dWn~~o ;p:n~d about a quarter of an hour after 
chamber. The hn:e s ~u. later a lamp must not be used, because 
sunset; if th~ malllpl!l~tlO:~S ~~n~illed, 'whilst others, crawling abohut th~ 
many bees wlll fly to lt a 'lathes and sting him. After tepa 
ground, will climb up the hop~~a~r tl~wn from smouldering grass into the 
is removed some smoke s ou e d the brood chamber. The honey
honey chamber to drive the b1esl tow;~ns a large clean pot. After the comb 
comb can then be cut out, an h a~~ ~e refixed in position. 
has been taken out, the pad s ~u the wax two large clean-mouthed pots 

To separate the honey fro . t in a hessian money-bag, and 
are required. A piece ~f honerc~bwl~il~~ the bag is hel'd by the mOTu~h 
is squeezed by means o. two s lC S, . ressed out into the pot. e 
by a second person, until all. the h?n~y l~!ther pot: This is best done at 
wax which is left in the bag lS pu.t m oa 
night when there are no , bees flymg. 
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If there is an abundance of flowers, there is no limit to the number 
of hives a beekeeper may have. Any wild nests of bees within two miles 
of the hives should be destroyed as soon as the hives are all occupied, because 
these wild bees will gather nectar which can be collected by the hiye bees. 

Hives must be placed in position just before t~e season for collecting 
the wax and honey. If, after a period of three months, bees do not like 
the hive, it should therefore be held over the smoke of a fire for a long 
time. Then it should be put back in its place with a piece of smoked 
honeycomb inside. 

Honey or wax should not be taken from the hives out of season, because 
the bees themselves require the honey as food when · there is little to be 
gathered. The seasons of honey-flow vary in different localities, and 
,beekeepers should find out when these seasons are; they are usually just 
after the end of the dry season and the beginning of the new rains. 

Three gallons of honey and one pound four ounces of primrose-coloured 
wax have been obtained from a new hive in a year. 

There are two qu~lities of bees-wax-dark and light. These are 
obtained from different sorts of comb, and as the light wax sells for a higher 
price it is important to keep the different sorts of comb separate and to 
select them carefully when boiling down wax. 

Comb containing young bees is us~less for wax extraction, and should 
be thrown away, but any light-coloured or brown comb surrounding the 
brood should be broken off and used for wax extraction. 

The heavy · black comb is also useless for wax because it contains the 
pupa-skins of many generations of bees which have bred in it, and if an 
attempt is made to render down wax from it these skins will absorb nearly 
all the wax (about 95 per cent). If there is honey in it, the comb can be 
eaten or the honey can be squeezed out; if there is no honey this sort of 
comb can be used as bait to attract new swarms, by breaking off small 
pieces and putting them in the entrance of new hives. 

The following articles are required for the extraction of wax from the comb : 

Three large earthenware cooking pots (one of these is for containing the honey). 

Two water-pots half-full of clean water. 

The bottom parts of two broken water-pots (basins are better, if available). 

A small hessian bag like those used to hold money. 
A gourd cut in half so that it can be used as a ladle. 
Two straight sticks, from two to two-and~a-half feet long and not 

more than an inch or less than three-quarters of an inch in diameter. 
These should be cut some time before so they are not too flexible. 
Two people are required to extract wax properly, so the beekeeper 

has to have a friend to help him with the work. 

The hives should be worked the night before the wax is to be extracted, 
and during the following day the comb should be kept hidden away, so that 
bees foraging for honey will not find it. Selection of comb and wax extrac
tion should not be started before 6.30 p.m., so that foraging bees will have 
gone back to their hives. If work is started earlier, bees will be attracted 
by the smell of honey, and will seriously interfere with the work. 

The first operation is the selection of the comb, the light yellow or 
white comb and dark yellow' or light brown comb being kept in separate pots. 

{N .B .-The remaining portion of Mr. Clarke's article, dealing in turn with the extraction 
of dark and light wax, will appear in our next issue.-EDIToR.) 
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ANTIQUITIES RECENTLY FOUND AT IFE 

. associated with a shrine 
This bronze figure ::~i~t t~:e.1;'!:ze walls. 

A bronze mask. . , t a very hard rock. A carvzng zn quar z, 



EXHIBITION AT EPE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL 
SEPTEMBER 20th-22nd, 1939 

By S. A. BALf)GUN 

FOR five years past we had been trying in vain to fillour almost empty 
benches. From 1936-8 we gave three .concerts which were free and 
open to all in the town, but though these" concerts won us applause, 

they did not win us )Vhat we wanted-pupils. We held meetings to no 
purpose with the influential people. At last with the .help of the Education 
and the Divisional Officers in charge, we had the school fees reduced; but, 
four weeks after the news of the reduction had been circulated, we had no 
more than thirty-five applicants for admission. We were about to give up 
the matter as hopeless. However, feeling instinctively that we might yet 
succeed, we decided to make one more attempt by holding an exhibition. 

The next problem to be solved was the sort of things that would appeal 
to the people whose support we wanted. Fortunately the experience we 
had acquired during our long stay in the town stood us in good stead. We 

. knew that the people might be divided into classes according to their occu
pations-produce buyers, shopkeepers, carpenters, bricklayers, farmers and 
fishermen. 

After the preparation which lasted three weeks, invitations were sent 
round to the different wards in the town. On the day previous to the 
exhibition, the premises, which' had of late attracted many lovers of beauty 
to the school, were made still more attractive with flowers and buntings 
arranged on both sides of the paths leading to the school. -

Owing to the ' unavoidable absence of the Manager of the School, the 
chair was occupied by Mr. H. Ade Kaka, supported by Messrs. Akifenwa 
Lajide and H. Ade Odebiyi. In spite of the fact' that the court (usually a 
centre of attraction) was sitting that day, there was a remarkably large 
attendance. 

After short talks by the few remaining teachers ill the school, the 
exhibition was declared open in the presence of the Manager; Mr. H. Childs, 
who arrived a few minutes before. 

The visitors were divided into four groups each in charge of a pupil 
who showed them round the school farms and classrooms where the exhibits 
were displayed, discussed the exhibits and answered questions from the 
inquiring visitors. i' 

(a) Arithmetic. We exhibited one pupil's answers to a test comprising 
questions on calculating the " cost of produce without the 'aid of a ready 
reckoner; short methods of finding the cost of articles sold in local shops; 
the cost of building the four walls of a room; the length of wood required 
to make a box. Our carpenter visitors wer·e delighted to see that every 
child in the school, using only his knowledge of his span, full height, and 
heights to the knee,hip and shoulders, could tell the lengths and heights 
of small objects with tolerable accuracy. The pupils in Elementary Class III 
exhibited calendars showing market days in Epe District. 

(b) Geography. Elementary Class IV pupils exhibited the map o(the 
Government Station surveyed with tape and blackboard protractor. To 
attract the illiterate section of our visitors, instead of using conventional 
signs after the fashion of Ordnance Survey map makers, they used pictures 
stuck up erect to show the positions of the different buildings thus
prisoners carrying pails represented the prison yard; the Union Jack, the 
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OLD CARVED POSTS FROM THE IKARE DISTRICT 

Ih d ' t 'ct A section . ' I if old carved posts from the are IS rx . 
Here are two characterxstlc examp es 0 d t d to carving both old and new. 

of the Ihare ExhIbItIOn was evo e , 
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Divisional Offi' ·d cer s resI ence; a mess en er carr . . 
and Telegraphs Office; a teacher at a bla~kboa dYI~~ ah~aIlbag, the Posts 
our school ; and so on. A group of .1 r. WIt c Ildren before him 
Classes drew a road map of the town ( PUPI s dm the ~igher Elementa~y 
to the houses of the pupils in the sch slurv;ze hby pacmg) showing roads 
enlarged a map of the Colony and part~O i r bnot ~ group reproduced and 
c!o~e connection with Epe. The bo s ~n J~ u an Ondo Provinces having . 
VISItors what could be learnt from ·tY c arge of each map showed the 

I. 

(c) Hygiene. The pupils in Hi her El 
house built (of mud) on a scale of !S h ementary Class exhibited a model 
chapters in their hygiene book I I~~ to 1 feet after studying the relevant 
rooms, doors and windows. A ~~st-bi:;a s d owed !he ar.rangement of the 
were also shown. In the latrin ~ . a latn~e paIl, each with a lid 
represen~ the box of ashes which (o;as a. CIgarette t~n containing ashes t~ 
?e kept m every latrine. The ' u il a ~uItable substItute for which) should 
m ~he larval and full-grown sta p er s a so .showed specimens of mosquitoes 
theIr b.reedings; the diseases ~he' ~xplam~~ the conditions which favour 
for theIr destruction. . . Y ransmIt, the measures to be taken 

(d) Handwork. The exhibits were baskets 
(e). Agriculture . . We showed th .. ' trays, mats and door mats. 

were hIghly impressed by th e VISItors round· the farms Th 
1 Th e arrangement f h . . ey 

pots. e farmers as well as the Mot e crops m the different 
asked the boy in charge a series f anage.r we~e so interested that they 
answered to their entire satisfacf 0 very mtellIgent questions which he IOn . 

. (f) Poultry Keeping. Interest in . 
mamfested, when the visitors were h poultry keepmg was also highly 
were keenly interested in the ex la:a ?wn round the po.ultry pen. They 
process of cross-breeding. p tIOn (by the boy m charge) of the 

After going round the ··t . t h ,VISI ors came b k t h o a sort speech made by the M f hac 0 t e classroom . to listen 
support .us .by sending their chi~~:~~r ~o th e school, who advis,ed them to 
and t? dIsmIss the erroneous idea that ~ch t male ~nd. female, to school, 
who IS not going to be a clerk hool educatIOn IS useless to a child or a teac er 

The results of the exhibition h . . 
labour: our former list of thirty-~:e ~Qre .than amply repaid our time and 
and the people now show keen int a~ mhcreased to over two hundred 

er est m t e school. 

WINE.PALM TAPPING AMONG 
AWBA YOUTHS 

By G. U. OCBO 
C.M.S . School Urnu b· . TT , . a z, vza udz clo Post 0+1:" E ' 'JJlce, nugu 

THE 

THE town of Awba is picturesquel . 
and lies between the seventh and y ;Ituated o~ the Onitsha-Aba road 

h The road roughly bisects the t t e. tenth mIle-P?sts from Onitsha. 
w 0 are co~nected with the wine- al~wn m~o two sectIOns. The people 
the town .lymg on the right side :r the t:~!~~g mostly live at the part of 

A bnef account of the life of . ' 
that of others of the same professi~~ Awba wI~~-pal~ tapper is true of 
a boy of about twelve years old At ~h .An aspIrIng wme-palm tapper is 

. IS age the boy is socially initiated 
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into the Society of Wine-palm Tappers. After the initiation ceremony is 
over, the boy is legally allowed to go to the waterside to tap palms. 

At the waterside, the wine-palm grows wild to an average height of 
about thirty-five feet. By a careful observa~ion of the terminal bud, the 
tapper knows when the palm has grown to a mature stage for tapping. 
At this stage he clears with a cutlass the old fibres which girdle the stem. 
From the base he starts the clearing, and as soon as he removes'the dangling 
fibres to above his reach he supports himself with a tough and strong rope 
whirled round the palm and tightly knotted together. When he gets to 
the top he cuts off the upper parts of two fronds (bamboos) and pushes 
down to the horizontal the under sections which have firmly clasped the 
palm. These serve him as supports. He then stands on the bamboos 
and leans backwards on a rope to about an angle of thirty degrees. He 
cuts deeply the top side of the palm where the tapping will start. 

With the exception of a cutlass and a rope formerly mentioned, the 
other instruments used in the tapping are a round pot with a wide brim, 
a narrow-brimmed pot, oval in shape, and an iron instrument. The lower 
part of this instrument is like a hollow cylinder but gradually tapers to a 
section supporting a capital V-shaped blade. The blade has a concave 
curvature. The instrument is made by the local blacksmiths and is sharpened 
either on a whetstone or with a file. 

On the palm the tapper ties a long rope by means of which the empty 
pot is drawn up and lowered when filled with wine. The pot with a wide 
diameter is strongly tied to the edge of the tapping surface from which flows 
a small stream let of palm- wine when the palm has been tapped. The 
flow decreases to scanty drops the next morning. 

When the wine-palm tapper is on the palm for tapping purposes he 
first administers with the whole gathered force of the lower part of the 
palm of his right hand heavy and vehement blows on the circular end of 
the wooden handle of his instrument. Then, with the palm of the left 
hand, he delivers well-aimed blows. He changes from right to left and 
vice versa until a very thin piece of soft wood is equally scraped from the 
whole surface. As soon as this is over, he adjusts the wide-brimmed pot . 
and climbs down by alternately placing his right leg and left leg on short 
bamboos placed widthwise, forming the framework of a miniature ladder. 
When he gets down, he pours the palm-wine into a large receiving pot 
and moves, quickly on to another palm. Now and then he staggers or 
totters, for his free and sure pacing is retarded by the swampy nature of 
the soil, here and there matted with thickets of thorns and slippery, smelling 
and blackish scums. 

After he has finished his daily rounds, he carries the wine in pots 
and calabashes. He carries . two calabashes by a wooden staff across his 
shoulders, and with a pot on his head he returns to his canoe, and having 
stowed his pots and calabashes of wine in it, he energetically propels the 
laden canoe with a long paddle. He hurries along the winding stream 
until he reaches a large open cleari1;lg where he sells his palm-wine. 

During the dry season a pot of wine sells for four or five pence, but 
during the rainy season there is a wholesale slump when a pot is sold for 
a penny. At times when the customers are few, the unsold wine is spilt 
on the ground, and there is therefore a flood of wine racing down towards 
the water as if to flow back to the parent palm. 
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THE PREPARATION OF LOCAL COLOURS 
FOR MURAL AND PAPER PAINTINGS 

By A. P. UMANA 

(African Art Master, E.T.C., Uyo) 

rCAL colours were chiefly used in the past by some sophisticated 
draughtsmen in painting the walls of tombs, but nowadays these colours 
are scarcely used because of the coming of Christianity. Mr. Murray, 

the Art Superintendent in Nigeria, has re-introduced the use of these local' 
colours in Native Administration Schools and also in some Government' 
Schools, in both wall and paper paintings. . 

Here in our Training Centre the students are taught to prepare these 
colours and use them throughout their COurse in painting. We do not 
intend to train our students to become professional artists, but we want them 
to have 'an elemehtary knowledge of the art of painting so that they may be 
able to help the children in their various schools. Paintings on paper are 
done by every student, and every outgoing set of students is expected to 
decorate the walls of their dormitories. An example of the use of local 
colours is shown on the walls of the Practising School here, where Messrs. 
C. C. Ibeto of Newi and C.M.S. Training College, Awka ; B. C. Enwuonwu 
of Onitsha and Government College, Umuahia; D. L. K. Nnachy of Ohafia, 
Bende, and I have painted African scenes for the benefit of the children. 

The staple local colours used here are as follows :-Red pigment from 
stone (Ibibio: Nsang; Ibo: Nchara); yellow from stone (Ibibio: Nyie); 
pink clay (Ibibio : Ndomo Urn an ; Ibo: Obu) ; and lantern or kitchen soot 
collected and mixed with market blue for black. Earth colours are better 
than colours prepared from leaves or plants, as these usually fade. In the 
case of green we always order it from Reeves in England. 

The preparation of local colours is not at all expensive and the materials 
needed are as follows :-One yard of calico, two buckets or basins and a 
grinding stone. Red, yellow and pink clay are prepared in like manner. 
Grind any of the colours in the way tobacco snuff is ground. After that mix 
it in a bucket full of water. Pin four sticks into the ground and tie the four 
corners of the calico to them to form a trek filter. After that put an empty 
bucket under the trek filter and pour the colour, taking care not to allow it 
to pass under the calico. Wash back the calico and continue the drainage 
at least three times before allowing the colour to settle down. The bucket 
which contains the colour should not be touched again as this will cause the 
colour to scatter. When clean water is left on top,'leaving the colour under
neath, the water should be poured off and the colour put out in the Sun to 
dry. The colour should then be ground into powder and preserved for Use. 
Each student can keep his colours separately in small native pots or small bottles. 

EDITORIAL NOTE.-See Jyigeria No. 9 (p. 34) for another method of 
making black paint, and No. 18 (p: 158) for an article on "The Use of 
Vegetable Dyes" by Mr. J. D. Clarke. 

Mr. Umana's article may also be usefully read in conjunction with the 
article, "Notes on WalL Paintings" by Mr. K. C. Murray printed on 
page 293 of this issue, in which Mr. Murray recommends the use of 
colours prepared in the way described by Mr. Umana. 
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A STUDY · IN LIGHT AND SHADE 

" . " ne placed ready for sale in a Lagos street. A group of gourds contatmng>j palh\ wz d shade which attracted the eye of the They create a bold pattern 0 zg t an h 
photograp er. 
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The pump in action. 
(Photograph by J. D . Clarke) 

CORRESPONDENCE 
A powerful water pump made from an old motor 

cycle engine. 

To the Editor, Nigeria. 

Dear 8ir,-It has been suggested by high authority that you would 
welcome an account of a water pump which was recently devised out of a 
scrap motor cycle cylinder for an admirable but impecunious girls' school. 
The good ladies who are in charge of that institution had raised the money 
for an underground rainwater tank, but had no means of lifting the water 
except by buckets. . 

The motor cycle cylinder was of the overhead valve type. To make 
it into a water pump, it was turned upside down. The spring was taken 
off one of the valves which then remained closed by its own weight but was 
readily free· to open if the piston was raised and a vacuum created inside 
the cylinder. This became the lower or what you, 8ir, might call the 
underhand valve of the pump. 

In the flat face of the piston a hole was cut, It ins. long by ! in. wide. 
A strip of brass with leather riveted to one side was placed ins,ide the piston 
to cover this hole. It sat on the hole, the lea~her making a fairly watertight 
joint, and it was kept in position by the small end of the connecting rod 
immediately above it. The hole in the piston face with its brass cover, free 
to open !>ut able to close tightly, thus became the upper valve of the pump. 
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The height of the pump was increased by fix!ng 
a iece of iron piping to the cylinder and covenn.g 
hP hole thing with a case of con~rete to make 1t 
\:~~ A spout was made in the s1de and a .handle 
~as fi~ted to the big end. One or two v1gorous 
jerks of the handle, up an~ down, and water was 
raised at a rate which surpnsed the 
amateur pump designers. 

The accompanying sketc~ ~nd 
photograph ~ay make the pnnClple 
and its pract1cal results clearer.. 
. The sequence ~f. ev~nts 1S ~s 
follows : (a) Piston nsmg hfts water, 
creating vacuum between valves, 
whereupon water below rushe~ up 
through open Valve 2; (b) .On p1ston 
de'scending, Valve 2 remams closed 
while water in cylinder rushes up 
through. Valve I to emerge from 
pump at spout. 

Yours, etc., 
X.Y.Z. 

. d y: . b raftsman holding a head carved 
ljJamgboye, ad skzElle pOlersuo'~ ~is work ~ere illustrated on pages 
n hard woo . xam ~ "N' ." 

z 141- 143 and page 145 of No. 14 zgena. 
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RABBITS FOR PROFIT AND PLEASURE 
By A. T. F. ROBERTs 

C.M.S., Onitsha 

T HE rabbit is a most useful small animal. Rabbit flesh is good food, 
and the furry skins (or "pelts" as they are called) make good garments. 
It is now recognised that rabbit meat equals or even surpasses that of 

chicken as invalid diet. Live rabbits are used in medical research, and as 
pets for those who love animals. Moreover, rabbits "multiply" rapidly, 
and the young ones are saleable products. The manUre and surplus grasses 
swept from the rabbit houses are invaluable to the compost pit and garden. 
There is a Scout Proficiency Badge for rabbit-keeping. 

Only those who like animals and have time to attend them should 
keep rabbits, and then the following hints and rules rnus~ ,be observed. 

Housing. A rabbit hutch (UnQ-rabbit) is not just a box which is big 
enough to hold the animal, but allowance must be made for exercise, growth, 
bedding and food, and a larger hutch may be necessary for breeding. 

For the large types, such as Belgian Hares, the hutch should be about 
three to four feet long, by two to three feet wide from front to back, and 
just over two feet high. About half this should be a closed-in box with 
board door. The rest should be a wire cage or run with door. An opening 
in the partition must be large enough to allow the animals to run in and 
out. QfQIQ is suitable for the floor. The board door need not extend from 
top to bottom, because if it does, and is opened suddenly when the rabbit 
is resting against it, he might fall out. Let a board about three or four 
inches deep be inserted to prevent this-it could be movable to facilitate 
the sweeping-out proceSS. Useful additions are a hay rack, a feeding 
trough, and a water pot. You should have your hutches ready when you 
purchase your stock,~nd if possible a spare one. Keep the hutches in a 
shed to protect them from the weather, rain, and direct rays of the sun. ' 
A grass or mat roof with or without low mud walls answers the purpose. 
The housing should be as roomy and airy as space and money will allow, 
but must essentially be clean and comfortable. Make q point of seeing 
some practical rabbit-keeping at Awka College or Onitsha before com-
mencing operations. . 

Feeding. Greens, grasses and corn are the natural foods of the rabbit. 
Rabbit,s are most accommodating little fellows and will thrive on almost 
any vegetables and grasses that you give them. You must, of course, avoid 
giving them poisonous herbs, such as egbu-ewu, and it is not advisable 
to feed the rabbits with'greenfood when it is too wet. It should be spread 
out to wilt the day before it is required as food. Grasses from heaps of 
lawn clippings should not be used if they are dirty, heated, or turning yellow 
or sour. If grass is properly dried in the sun, which makes it into sweet 
hay, rabbits will eat any amount, and some should be left in the hay rack 
for them to nibble. The rule is to feed them with more dry food (hay 
and corn) than wet food (greenstuff). A liberal supply of fresh food should 
be given regularly. Two meals a day are sufficient, but the same times 
should be kept each morning and evening. Does (females) with young 
ones will naturally require an extra succulent meal at mid-day. Sometimes 
your rabbits will go "off colour" a little bit, and one will lose its appetite, 
when a little extra care is needed in selecting suitable diets. Aim at giving 
variety, and a good selection of foods. Clean drinking water should be always 
available-in case bunny is thirsty. A selection from the following should 
be given regularly with the corn and hay: Yam, ugbogolu, pawpaw, 
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spinach, vegetables, QtQsi, acalla and ikpo grasses,. Bahama ~rass, igu, 
b mgbolngi olanghina etc. Corn means maIze and gumea-corn. anana, y , , • b' . h d d b d 
The maize should be crushed. A useful tIt- It IS ar ry rea. 

General Management. A rabbit is a most cl~an cr~atute: He is clean 
in his habits and keeps himself free from ~arasltes-tI~ks, hce, etc. The 

, J'ob I'S to make this possible for hIm by cleanmg out the hutch 
owner s 'ff b' I b h d regularly every day. The tools required are a stI nst e . ru~ an a 
triangular iron scraper. If a tray is kept under the hutch, thIS WIll collect 

A well-cared-for rabbit . 

all the droppings and can be removed. ~ll stale food left from the 'previous 
meal must be taken away at the ' same tIme. Yo,: should .learn Just ~ow 
much food your rabbit requires at a time and aVOId the nUIsance of SOIled 
greenstuff. _. 

The natural way to pick up a rabbit is by the ears, or by the loose skm 
at the back of the neck, but when picking up, the .body should be support.ed 
with your other hand. A rabbit lifted properly IS co~fortable. No n~Ise 
or excited dogs or stray cats should be allo:ved to dI~turb your rabblt~, 
especially the pregnant does. Spend .some ~Ime watchI~g. them and theIr 
habits in order to grow acquainted WIth theIr charactenstlcs and manne.r. 

Breeding. Breeding operations should' not begin under the age of SIX 

months, and the bucks (males) should be eight or even ten months. Be 
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sure that both the buck and . doe are in the best of health. The correct 
procedure is to place the doe in the buck's hutch. If mating takes place; 
remove her immediately afterwards. If the doe is not ready for mating and. 
runs round the hutch, do not leave them together for more than five minutes, 
but s'eparate them for the time, and pair again in a day or two. The gesta
tion period of the rabbit is thirty-one or thirty-two days. A few days, 
perhaps a week, before the doe is due to kindle (i.e., deliver the litter of 
young) she will probably be seen carrying hay about in her mouth preparatory 
to making her nest. From this date the doe should not be disturbed and 
the corner where the nest is must not be touched at all. At kindling time 
she will pull out her front fur with her mouth and line the nest, which 
should be left for about ten days until the young rabbits run about. From 
now onwards give the doe plenty of luscious food, and if possible a small 
dish of bread soaked in milk. The nest can be cleaned away when the 
youngsters leave it. Rabbits are weaned at six weeks, but it is better if 
they remain with their mother longer. They can feed themselves at one 
month old, and attempt to nibble sooner. It is important that only fresh 
food comes within their reach, and after weaning see that greenstuff is 
well wilted before feeding them. A doe should be able to rear three or four 
litters a year. 

Sickness and Cure. "Prevention is better than cure," and if the fore
going advice is followed, you will find your rabbitry wonderfully free from 
sickness. If a rabbit falls severely ill of a contagious disease, it is far better 
to kill it, burn the carcase, and so ensure the safety of all the others. It is 
advisable to keep a spare hutch, so that a sick rabbit can be separated from 
the rest at the first symptoms. Sometimes lack of appetite is due to thirst. 
If the rabbits are given a drink they will begin to feed with renewed vigour. 
Keep a jar of carbolic cream (sold in the markets at 4d.) always handy for 
rubbing on sores, wounds or other bare patches. A common complaint 
is sore hocks (the long heel of the rabbit), caused by the rabbit resting on 
wet floors. The treatment is to place in dry hutch and apply carbolic 
cream to the hocks (i.e., under part of hind legs). 

Coccidiosis is a complaint from which very few rabbits are entirely 
free. It is spread by food coming into contact with excreta. The germs 
of this disease take at least two days to develop, and therefore if the hutches 
are swept daily, your stock will avoid it. 

Pot-belly is responsible for the loss of many young rabbits owned by 
beginners. It is caused mainly by overfeeding on wet green food. The 
times to be careful are when the babies are weaned and also at the beginning 
of the rainy season when the rabbits have only had drier herbs for so long. 
The cure is to stop all wet rations and to feed only dry food, hay and corn. 
Similarly for diarrhrea. Ear canker, or discharge from the ear, can be 
cured by dusting with flowers of sulphur and dressing with carbolic cream. 

It is to be hoped that the more troublesome diseases will not enter 
your rabbitry. Valuable advice can always be obtained at the Agricultural 
Department, CM.S. College, Awka, Nigeria. 

h C M S Jubilee Central School, Ikare. 
A swimming pool dug by the boys at t e : . 'uch leasure and an opportunity 
It is supplied with water f rhom a stpr~am ~~ea:pl~~:;; get! picture without being seen! 
to learn sWlmmzng. The p otogra er a 

SOME PASTIMES IN NIGERIA AND THE 

BRITISH CAMEROONS 
By A. E. HOWSON-WRIGHT* 

EM
BRACING in their 366000 square miles, territory ranging from lthe 

, f h' t th high dry and more or ess 
low swampy areas 0 t e coast 0 e ion~ which merge gradually 
exhilarating atmosphere of t~e :late~ rer1a and the British Cameroons 

into ~he sandy wastes °lf t~e gr~at b~u:r~~e~fye_three millions, composed of 
nounsh a huge popu atlOn 0 a . 
many tribes with as many forms of pastlmes. h 'b 

' . fit 'b As with some ot er tn es, Wrestling is a pastime 0 s.evera n es.. . h Cameroons among 
it is of great tribal. importance With the B~kw~~:h~~i:s~ runs high. For 
whom inter-distnct matches are stage. ' . h arations 
weeks before the great d~y the vill~ges c~n~~:~~~ea~~ arge~:i:l:hef:~ftles, the 

ft~r th~t~~tCttirC:~:fr~~~s ::;c~~:ira~ribal prestige stimulating them to 
oug "'1 \ 

hours of patient and unremlttmg to! . . . 
.. d d n at last Whole villages have travelled miles 

to at~~~ ~~~Is~~~w.a~ T~: a~ena is ia~kedl ful~nwi~ t~~d:t~~~db:~~::~ 
women singing happily to t~ rhyt. mlc·tt~~Pda~ is clear-towers majestic
drums, whil~ the Cameroon I ~.t.mtalI:th Imute dignity the recreations of the 
ally in the distance, contemp a mg WI 

people. I m act mass 
The hustle and bus~le at. last subs~d~i t t~~ a~~~: a ~~ a~pearance 

of bones and muscles, stndesmto tf~ mid h·e ~upporters and by questioning 
is heralded with a shout of approva rom IS G l' taff at 
* Mr. Howson- Wright is an African member of the Accountant- enera s s 

Lagos.-EDlTOR. 



eyes from the opposing camp. He shakes aloft a bough and then throws 
it down-a challenge. The consequent tension is broken by the appearance 
of a man from the other side to accept the challenge. 

Shouts rend the air. Each camp sets to drumming, the women and 
men singing and clapping, swaying to the syncopations of their respective 
drums as the champions adroitly manceuvre to come to grips. Soon the 
wrestlers are warmed up. Their passes become swift and exciting and 
the drumming and singing rise to a crescendo and in tempo as the wrestlers 
get warmed to the task. The tension increases as a grip is effected. A 
hook- a heave-and a heavy thud as one of the wrestlers is thrown. 

Vociferous cheers burst forth from the victorious camp and the hero 
is carried shoulder high to be surrounded by a clamorous and admiring 
crowd. And so the cycle goes on until dusk sets in to herald the approaching 
night. The crowds disperse- the vanquished with the flag of their tribal 
prestige drooping at mid-mast, whilst the victors, carrying away the "ashes, " 
exult in their achievements, the budding champions anticipating anxiously 
and with determination the day when their womenfolk would sing of their 
exploits. 

Of parallel importance, canoe racing, too, is a great event among the 
Bakweries on the littoral. Once or twice a year representatives of the 
maritime villages meet under the legis of the authorities to show their 
prowess in this aquatic sport. Each village is represented by one or two 
canoes. 

Of almost incredible proportions, these dug-outs are capable of being 
manned by fifty or more men. The paddlers, hardy and finely built with 
bulging biceps, present a fine spectacle as they launch their argosies. They 
then pull out to sea to be started. 

The race for the beach then begins. Gradually the long dark strips, 
brought more or less into relief by the wash created by the paddlers, begin 
to assume definite shape as the trusty paddlers propel their canoes shore
wards. Soon the regular bend and rise of the paddlers can be discerned 
as the anxious representatives on the beach strain their unaided eyes to 
see how their respective villages are faring. Shouts and songs of encourage
ment, swelled by booming drums, burst from a battery of throats as the 
members of a village recognize their canoe on the lead. 

On and on they come, the trusty canoes rising and falling to the gentle 
waves. Now the excited crowds on the beach run to the water's edge, 
stamping and cheering themselves hoarse as a canoe overtakes the leader 
and a side-to-side race ensues. Then again the din dies down as the huzzas 
of the supporters of the losing canoe trail off to disappointed murmurs. 
And so the excitement on the beach ebbs and flows with the fortunes of 
the perspiring paddlers. At last the winning point is passed and the canoes 
glide to a standstill. The palm is soon awarded to the victors and both 
victors and vanquished turn their faces homewards with a feeling not unlike 
that created by the celebrated boat race between the Blues of Oxford and 
Cambridge. 

On the waterways of the Niger delta members of some .of the adjacent 
towns and villages stage grand galas and regattas on certain festive occasions. 
In this area elegant and expensive gigs are to the opulent what Rolls-Royce 
and powerful limousines are to the opulent in other parts of the world. 
The picturesque gigs and personnel are (or perhaps were, for the grandeur 
of these parts is apparently fading with the recession of their pristine trade 
boom) somewhat reminiscent of the gondolas of medileval Venice. 
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THE WRESTLING MATCH 

From a water-colour drawing by an African artist. 
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Ga.ay decorated, the. gigs and huge war canoes, manned by powerful 
and umf<;>rmed men pUlllllg to th~ beats of drums and tunes of stirring 
songs: glIde wacefully on th~ placid waters. The whole show conjures a 
SOOthlllg feellllg and the ?anclllg on such occasions is marvellous to behold. 
Sham battles are sometimes fought. So completely do the participants 
enter into it that only the kn?wle~ge ~f the sham and the absence of any 
gory gashes make one reconcile his mmd to the levity of the occasion. 

In .the historic. regions of Northern Nigeria where the Mohammedan 
populatIOn predomlllates, ma~y enter~ainments go to temper the severity 
of the Ramadan fasts. Startmg, at mght after the fasting population has 
had prayers and broken the day s fast, p~ople ~tream out to participate in 
or witness one or other of the many open-air pastimes under a brilliant moon. 

Near the shad?w of yonder spreading tree an audience is (orming to 
the tune o~ boomlllg and cl~ttenng drums a~d high-spirited songs. A 
human ostnch, cleverly contnved, enters the rlllg and starts its antics to 
the rhyt~m of the drums and songs. The satisfied crowd cheers loudly. 
An athle.tic figure now takes the floor. The music is changed to suit the 
gymnastics of the ~e~comer. By ~egrees he works himself up almost to 
a ~tate of frenzy, Slllglllg all the while of the prowess of his ancestors his 
epiC punct.uated now and again with wonderful contortions. Suddenly he 
takes a flYlllg leap; turns a graceful somersault; repeats this backwards' 
run~ towards some of t~e distinguished spectators and repeats one or tw~ 
of.hls wonder!ul c?ntortlOns; waves to his audience and then with a blatant 
gnn, makes his eXit. Round upon round of applause greet his performance. 

Occupied with o~e form of. entertainment or another in different places, 
the ~at~hes of the mght steal Imperceptibly away into the unknown until 
the slllklllg moon and chilly winds send the crowds homewards for a few 
h.ours' sleep, before gentle dawn again bids them rise to eat and face the 
ngours of another day's fast. 

In the north, Friday is a great day. All who can manage it go to 
mark~t where almost everything, from cooked food to manufactured and 
beau~lful locally-made goods, can be purchased. Pastimes, too, are not 
wantmg. The .snak~ charm~r attracts a curious but fearful crowd as he 
demonstrates w~th his repulsive ~ates. Over there the illusionist astounds 
the c.r~wd. WI~h all the embellIshments of Oriental artistry, he thrusts 
the sllllster-looklllg ~word into his ~yes. The onlookers shrink in horror 
and then applaud ~eh~htedly as he Withdraws the sword without any mishap. 
All day long the JostlIng crowds pass along until late afternoon when the 
market breaks and the people wend their way homewards. 

. In ev~ry r:art and among every tr.ibe, d.ancing forms the cardinal pastime 
III the socI~1 hfe of the people. ThiS vanes from the pigmy-like strutting 
of some tnbes to the elegant and graceful displays of others. It is indeed 
a pleasure to watch some dances. Gaily dressed and singing soothingly, 
the. grace, buoyan~y and suppleness of some women dancing to well-formed 
native orchestras IS marvellous to behold. 

The lordly Niger and its. g~eat affluent the Benue wind their way 
eternally throug~ the c~u?try With It~ count.less villages, large and developing 
towns an~ teemlllg ~lllIons of vanous tnbes each with some pastime or 
ot~er to lIghten the Irksomeness and relieve the monotony of a mundane 
eXistence. 
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I CONSULT A WITCH-DOCTOR 

By A. J. Dno EMA 
Methodist Boys' High School, Gran 

I F there is anything that intoxicates a person more than adventurous 
spirit it is the spirit of the search for truth. These two intoxicants 
combined, very often drive people into doing what others sometimes 

consider ridiculous; yet that was the force that drove me to consult a witch
doctor. Call it weakness (if it is weakness at all), I always fall a victim to 
the cravings of this force. 

Having an earnest desire to find out facts about witch-doctors, I made 
a planned visit to one during my Christmas vacation in December, 1939· 
It was my intention to appear before him in the guise of a very raw villager, 
so that I might find him in his true element. My host had to lead me to 
the place after my weary ride of thirty miles on a push-bike. The track 
we took was a pretty narrow, winding one with stumps and roots jutting 
out here and there. To a traveller unaccustomed to the track it was a 
constant b~mping, bruising and grazing of toes against those jutting bodies, 
especially when one had to tread the path in the darkest hours before dawn. 

The reader will like to know why we chose to travel at night. It is 
an unwritten law that idiJ!J ebre !Jto !Jtie: the witch-doctors attend first to 
earlier clients-in other words, first come, first served. Hence the earlier 
one arrives the earlier one will be attended to. There is an exception to 
this rule: a fellow witch-doctor coming at any time must first be attended 
to, and this I discovered when we were there. Why a witch-doctor should 
consult another witch-doctor is left for the speculative minds to guess! 

I disguised myself in this way. A necklace of cowries and roots 
ornamented with a shell of ukpatre (a kind of snail), an old threadbare 
singlet and a loin-cloth of two yards formed my only apparel. It was a cold 
December morning for one unused to going about ill-clad to walk in thread
bare singlet with cold shells about the neck. That is often the lot of 
adventurers. 

We arrived to find a host of other clients already there waiting for their 
.turns, and it wasn't until about ten in the morning that our turn came. 
The consultation fee ranges from a penny upwards, and the witch-doctor 
is supposed to let out more secrets when the fee given is fat. There is 
no stipulated sum to be offered; each client gives the minimum (a manilla 
or a penny) or more if he wishes. Sometimes the witch-doctor will say 
that certain things are withheld because the consultation fee is very small ; 
then the client will throw down another copper to increase the amount. 

. If the client is known to be in possession of more coppers, facts will con
stantly be withheld until he has practically exhallsted his purse. 

The divining room was about seven feet square, and its only windows 
were the chinks in the roof. Two clients could be admitted at a time, and 
the client's seat was exactly opposite the door while the witch-doctor was 
screened off in a very dark corner. Young palm fronds composed the 
curtain that enclosed the witch-doctor. One spot of this curtain was 
ingeniously cut to enable the owner to sit and study the faces of his clients. 
You can now see the reason why the client's seat is immediately opposite 
the door. 

The consultation opens with greetings; the first to greet bei~g the 
witch-doctor through the medium of akani !Jwan (old woman), suppos~d 
to be the spirit that unravels mysteries. This spirit speaks in a very pe<;ulIar 
bird-like cry; and the witch-doctor interprets it to the clients who cannot 
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understand the sound. When the spirit greets clients it will utter nam 
th~t people very often adopt, and if you are not mindful you will u e~ 
sCIOusly answer to one which sounds like yours Then a short co nct?n ·11 h· h . . nversa IOn w.1 ensue w IC Will betray the clan from which you com th h 
dialect. After this the business begins. e roug your 

. I was ~ baffling nut for the witch-doctor to crack. After finishin 
WIth each clIent, the doctor goes out to stretch himself fo d . 1 g 
t · h· . h . . , r unng consu ta-
lOn e IS eIt er slttmg cross-legged or crouching Wh h h 

k h I . Id· en e goes out e 
ma es a psyc 0 oglca stu y of his clients before he goes in g. I . d 
th t h d . . I d h· a am. notIce 

a . e eye me SUSpICIOUS y, an IS look was so awe-inspiring that I was 
practically unnerved; nevertheless I wore a nonchal t . 
face . 'an expreSSIOn on my 

He bade us good morning, but only my partner responded (I 
he because I suppos~ that the spirit was no other than the witch-doct~ar 
who pro.du~ed the weIrd sounds.) The spirit asked if I was not on friendl ' 
terms with It. There I betrayed myself for as soon as I r 1· d d h Y 

. f 11 d . . ' ep le an a sort conversatIOn 0 owe dunng which I insisted th t h 
said, the witch-doctor studied my dialect and at on~e s~~ ~amt eI s oUlfd be 
Etinan I To h·.' a came rom . my partner, t IS was a big surprise. 

All consultations begin in this way. Witch-doctor· "Th 1 . 
is about a ch·ld" Th I· . e consu tatIOn 
. I.. e c lent repeats the same. The witch-doctor · "It 
IS not about the chIld," and the client repeats the same Oth : .1 
things are s·d d d D . . er slml ar 

. al an . repeate .. unng. this time he is intentl observin 
and st~dymg the faCial expres~IOns of hiS client, and all of a sudden he hit~ 
th~~~l ~n ~he ?~ad. My witch-doctor, though illiterate, proved himself 
a . . m mtUltlve psychology and guesswork. 

He could almost always guess everything aright but h h 
up against some difficulty he would say "I am J·oking" w den eldcame 
something el th t Id · ' , an wou say 

se a wou . convmce a susceptible client to take him at his 
~~r~· Often ~ou ,hea:- clIe~ts say, "Akani !Jwan kukama mi utukh:Jre " i e 

. woman, . on t ~nfle With me!" In my case he was to tell m 'oc~u·: 
ratIOn as a tnal. Smce he knew that I came from Etinan and ihat th 
mfluence of the ~hurch is very much marked there he said' h e 
was connected With the "House of God" "Y . 'h t at my work 
"Y b k' . es, m w at way I " I asked ou carry 00 s on Sunday to-- " Here h . . , . 
excite~ partner, who exclaimed : "T·eacher do ey~ash~~~ef,~up¥~ by my 
the Witch-doctor seized the chance and said my work . t h·ereupon 

. ' was eac mg. 
I feigned that a relation of mine was sick and wanted to k h 

an~ how best ~o effect a cure. He told me it was caused ~ow t e cause, 
pOisoned the Sick by shaking hands "Can you tell us th y a manfwhho 
man ?" I asked H t d h·· e name 0 t e 

. . ~ s arte IS guesswork by inquiring in his usual cunnin 
way to know the Sick person's occupation I made h · . h g 
the imaginary relation of mine was a colleg· e student anl~ hcontJhecture t adt 
telling me th ' d f I · ,e en starte e most won er u stones you can imagine. 

O~ my pertinently insisting to know from him the name of the man 
whohPOlsoned my relative, he said that was withheld from me un(l I dd d 
~o t e consultatIOn fee. Well, I had had enough and b ·d I f a l.e 
m this war (m d··· " eSI es, ruga Ity 

. I . e ma e It. Imperative for me to quit the client's seat. We 
~~re.gl~en a p~ce of w?lte ~lay to use as a sign of success and good luck. 

. IS IS o?e w en a clIent IS to return home with good news If h ' 
given a piece of charcoal it indicates the reverse. . e IS 

If all witch-doctors are like mine then I have learnt 
~~~k you, I halw?S look for the best, 'and it was the most ~e~rb::t~~s~o:~ 
. 1 'f e area t at consulted. I have formed my own opinion and yours 
IS e t to you. "Prove all things." , 
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THE NIGERIAN SECRETARIAT 

By C. R. NIVEN 

" WHAT do those people do in that office?" How often has one 
heard that question asked about the Nigerian Secretariat, and 
how seldom is it answered. The answer of course is that they 

are employed in preparing matter for consideration by the Governor and 
in issuing and working out the details of his instructions. This is entirely 
correct and is quite well known to the average intelligent person, but it 
does not take one much further, does it? It is not until it is realized what 
this answer means that its full significance is appreciated. 

The first point, which is also well known, is that the Governor is in 
supreme control of all activities of government, and they are innumerable, 
and of those who carry them out and of the expenditure of public money 
on those activities. You will see therefore at once the three main divisions 
of work: general administration, personnel and finance. The office is 
organized on these lines. But you must not forget that the Governor is 
responsible to the Secretary of State for the Colonies for the administration 
of the country and therefore there is constant reference to the Colonial 
Office from Lagos. This is common to all sections of the office and is 
done by cables or despatches which are the personal correspondence of 
the Governor with the Secretary of State. I will show how this is done 
later. 

The business of the office very seldom starts inside it, and usually 
originates either from the Secretary of State, the Governor or a Head of 
Department (in this last term we will include the Chief Commissioners 
for convenience, though it is not strictly correct to do so) or from a member 
of the public. In either case the action is the same, and the first thing 
is to place the communication in a file dealing with the previous discussion 
on the same case or, if none exists, to open a new file. 

This is done in the Registry, which is entirely an African section of 
the office. The letter is first examined and, if no reference number is 
quoted, the main index is consulted to see whether a suitable file exists. 
This is a most important step as it is necessary in dealing with public business 
to consider the way in which it was dealt with before, if it has appeared 
before, or previous correspondence on an allied subject. You can easily 
see that there has got to be a lot of sub-division of subjects. One could 
scarcely have a single file for, say, "Postal Business" without its growing 
to vast dimensions in a few weeks: this would prevent its contents being 
considered and instructions being issued. In fact, there are some hundreds 
of files on this subject. An important subject is "Empire Air Mail," but 
this alone has nearly thirty sub-divisions of its own. The main index 
contains about 12,000 cards arranged by subjects, or about 70,000 entries 
of separate file titles. If a file exists, its number is marked on the letter 
and it is handed on : if none exists it is handed to another clerk who makes 
a new file for it, giving. it a descriptive title and number. This would be 
a large undertaking but fortunately quite a lot of letters refer to previous 
letters from the office. In this case the index is not consulted and the 
l~tter is handed on direct to the clerk responsible for finding the file. This 
naturally saves a good deal of time and that is why it is so important to 
quote a file number if a reply is being made to a Secretariat letter (or to 
one from any Department for that matter; as the same principle applies 
throughout the Government service). 
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The hardest part of the whole process is the next one, the search for 
the file. The vast majority of files are "put away"-that is they are not 
in action. But unfortunately most of these are "dead" or have not been 
in action for some time, so that references to them are not so common as 
to the others. 

At any given time there are about 4,000 files in circulation in the office 
and it is probably one of these that will be wanted. These may be in any 
of a large number of places. A system exists for recording where they 
are at certain given times, but even with this there is bound to be delay. 
When the file is found the letter is put in it, files referred to are attached 
and they leave the Registry. Of course it is possible to give priority to a 
letter by attaching slips to it, and, if the file can be found easily, the Registry 
processes (which are more complicated in detail than I have sketched) can 
be completed rapidly. 

The file then appears on the table of an Assistant Secretary. Follow
ing the arrangement mentioned earlier, the whole work of the Government 
is divided up into "Schedules"-Political and General (which together 
deal with general administration), Personnel and Finance. Each of these 
is in charge of a Principal Assistant Secretary who has at least two Assistant 
Secretaries to help him. The work of the Schedule is divided between 
the Assistant Secretaries and the file is sent to the one dealing with its 
subject. There are bound to be a good many border line cases which 
cannot definitely be allotted to one particular schedule. These are dealt 
with by consultation between the principal Assistant Secretaries. 

The Assistant Secretary then minutes on the file analysing the subject 
of the letter, quoting precedents and suggesting, if he can, an answer. All 
action in the office is "by direction of the Governor." In a great many 
cases the Governor's orders are known or can be deduced from the pre
cedents: if this is so, the Principal Assistant Secretary authorises the reply 
without referring higher, or he can send it back for a draft to be made or 
a letter to be typed which he will send up for signature. 

The Political and General Schedules refer their papers to the Deputy 
Chief Secretary and the Financial to the Deputy Financial Secretary; if 
they consider that it should go further, they minute the paper to the Chief 
Secretary or Financial Secretary, who may submit them to the Governor. 
Personnel holds a dual allegiance, for all ordinary personnel subjects such as 
appointments, increments, leave and so on go to the Financial Secretary, 
while the creation of new posts and questions of discipline go to the Chief 
Secretary. 

This all sounds very complicated, and indeed it is so. But the practical 
use of this system of ascending ladders has been proved: it reduces the 
possibilities for mistake and ensures that the Governor shall have the 
advantage of the cumulative advice of officers of considerable experience, 
who minute on the file their agreement with or dissent from the previous 
suggestion and see that the letters finally issued do really convey the 
correct decision. This is not as easy as it sounds, as even a comparatively 
innocent and simple subject may be found, when it is examined, to have 
unsuspected difficulties and complications lurking within it. 

Government business cannot, therefore, be dealt with as fast as in a 
commercial house and to the outside world there may seem to have been 
needless delays. Some of this delay is due to the need for reference to 
other offices for comments or advice. This is specially so in the case of 
those subjects which have a legal aspect-a surprisingly large number. 
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Gynadropsis speciosa 
(Cat's whiskers). 

This annual is very easily 
grown from seed; many 
plants grown close together 
in a bed make a lovely 
show of mauve/lowers. A 
white variety ·tS now to be 
seen in some Lagos gardens. 
A mixed bed of mauve o:nd 
white flowers is a beautiful 
sight. The ' white .(lowers 
are useful for makzng up 
wedding bouquets. La~ge 
bees make early mormng 
visits to Gynadropsisflowers 
and may be the chief 

pollinating agents. 
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A euphorbia that in some 
parts of. N1gerza, par
ticularly zn the netghbour
hood of Okene, Kabba 
Province, is often planted 
round fields and vdlages . 
It provides a good bt;Irner 
against goats. Any znJury 
to the plant c~use.s . a 
copious flow of whIte JUIce. 
This juice soon hardens and 
seals up the injured spot . 
The juice, referred t~ by 
botanists as "late:" lS 

said to cause pazn and 
injury to the human eye 
should any get zn by 

accident. 



In any issue of the Gazette you will see a number of G . 
'Regulations, Orders in Council and so on All th ov~rnment notices, 
,thrashed out between those con~e~ned and car~fully dra~~~ b av~ had to be 
General before they reach theIr final form Th y t e Attorney-

, h' h I Id' . . ere are also many oth papers on w IC ega a vIce IS required which do t fi d h . . er 
the Gazette. no n t elr way mto 

One of the Assistant Secretaries is also Cl k f 
Legislative Councils. The first meets onc er .0 the Executive and 
~nder the presidency of His Excellenc '::d week ~n Government. House 
Importance including the judgments of rh consIders all questIOns or 
~ses the ~rdinary Secretariat files for convey~n~~~:t~ o~ .mur~er cases. He 
m CouncIl. He is also responsible for II eClsl?n 0 the Governor 
the meetings of Legislative Council w~ic~r:un;ements m connectio.n with 
year: prepares their minutes which are . ~s at least _.three times a 
reports on the Debates which app pnntel and publIshed and the 
I t A h ear separate y and usually . a er. not er Assistant Secretary is' h f some tIme 
which keeps all confidential files T~n c ar~e 0 the confidential branch 
series of numbers as the ordinary Sec t e~e, tough they follow the same 
Another is Secretary to the Finan re ~nat p~pers, are kept by themselves. 
which meets once a month under thce o.tndmIttee of Legislative Council 

. e presl ency of th F" , 
to conSIder alterations in the approv d' e manclal Secretary e estImates. 

All instructions going out of the offi k 
memoranda which are typed from th d ce ta e the form of letters or 
Se~retaries after they have been appr e d ra~h pre~are.d by the Assistant 
catIOn are issued in the form of C' ovel · Lose avmg a general appli-
State are called Despatches and ar I~fu ars. etters to the Secretary of 
leave papers signed by the Gov e a 'M except the formal ones forwarding 

h' ernor. any of them (and th 
3,000 sent ome each year) are of m' . ere are nearly 
importance and much ti~e and car . mor Importa~ce but some are of great 
section of the office is engaged in t;~~ take~ m theIr preparation. A special 
the great leather-bound volumes of Itnhg ~nd rel~ording them and in keeping 

elr up Icates. 

. ~ll printed matter issued by the G '. . 
buIldmg next to the Secretariat has t bovernment P:ess, whIch IS in a 
by the Chief Secretary before it' can b: ~ apJ'ro;r;d. m the fir~t instance 
work on one Assistant Secretary wh 'pn~te. hIs. puts qUIte a lot of 
matter received in the office of who h Oh IS ~ so responsIble for all printed 
~he world. Much of this i~ hous:~ it ere IS a large. qu~ntity from all over 
IS also a good collection of old b kn th~ Secretanat lIbrary where there 
Secretary, too has to check and 00 s a~. papers. This same Assistant 
boo~s of refe~ence Which are p~~~:~~td :nerian extracts from the ma?-y 
sectIOn of the office collects and edits m over the world. A specIal 
keeps all the records of African and E atter for the <?azette and yet another 

uropean staff m the country. 

Altogether at least one hundred thousand d 
the Secretariat-the size of a full-l th I wor s a day are written in 
extensive circulation. On the oth~~gh ~o,:e ~and some of them have an 
about 500 files a day action is complet~ Itd IS hPleasant to think that on 
places in the strong rooms' som e an b t ey are sent away to their 
be a nuisance in a few day~' bute never to e looked at again; some to 

, some never rest at all. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN EPE 
GOVERNMENT SCHOOL 

By S. E. ENYONG 

Agricultural Master 

ASCHEME to introduce systematic agricultural education into ihis 
school was launched in 1934. At first it was bitterly criticised by 
the pupils and their parents or guardians. So much opposed to the 

project were they that some withdrew their children from the school. 

They argued that (i) their children were sent to school to acquire 
book knowledge which was the one necessary "passport" to Government 
and Mercantile Clerkships, and that it was therefore unnecessary to waste 
their time learning farm work, which occupation rightly belonged to the 
illiterate class; (ii) there was nothing new in the science, which they them
selves could teach to their children without inconveniencing themselves to 
send them to school. 

We knew that their conception of this important subject was based 
on the false values hitherto attached to it, and that sooner or later they would 
realise their folly. Strengthened by this knowledge, we steadily pursued 
our carefully thought out plans. How successful the effort was can be 
judged by the effect it has had on the educational and economic life of its 
opponents. 

The number on roll in our school is comparatively small, being forty
three; and of this number fifteen only are big enough to do fairly hard 
work. Yet this deficiency is counterbalanced by the willingness, cheerful
ness and tenacity of purpose with which the children toil. 

The school has an oil palm plantation; a main farm and vegetable 
garden; an acre of orchard; and half-an-acre of flower garden. Besides 
this the school rears poultry. 

The main farm is run on an established system of crop rotation in 
which is incorporated green-manuring, and is divided into four plots to 
cor~espond with the four principal crops-yams, ground nuts, cassava, and 
maIze. 

Each pupil keeps two record books-farm diary and labour account. 
The third book, the labour cash account, is kept by the Secretary of the 
Co-operative Society inaugurated in the school, to deal with the disposal 
of farm produce, eggs and fowls, and to operate all financial transactions 
of the school. The farm diary contains the following interesting particulars 
- the preparation of land and crops for planting; the times of planting 
of the different crops; the treatment and condition of crops at different 
stages of growth; times of maturity and harvesting; times of appearance 
of certain insects of economic importance; and weather conditions. The 
labour account deals with the cost of labour used on each crop, the yields 
of crops and the total number of boy hours per day which is reckoned in 
terms of cash and transferred into another book (the labour cash account). 
Then there is the general cash account which includes entries of all sales, 
receipts and expenditure, and monthly cost of labour. In cases where 
crops are distributed to the children, or preserved for planting, they are 
weighed, assessed at the current market price, and entered into this account. 

All these particulars furnish us with s\litable materials in the teaching 
of nature study, arithmetic, composition and geography. 
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We also undertake the culture of native vegetables- oyo, sokoyokoto, 
efo, gbure, igbagba, etc. ; also tomatoes, egg plant and fluted pumpkin 
(Telfairea occidentalis). W.e have b~en ~ble to .extract oil from the la.st
named which we feel sure IS not of mfenor qualIty to other vegetable OIls. 
Every 'encouragement is given the children to eat plenty of these vegetables 
for the vitamins they contain. Our orchard contains citrus fruit trees, 
paw-paw trees, mango trees and avocado pear trees. 

The school, which as late as two years ago could boast neither of a 
flower garden nor of its ' beautifully laid-out paths with ornamental plants 
on either side, and lime-hedged compound, is now the proud possessor 
of very healthy and charming surroundings. Although it is not generally 
realized, these are important factors in the education of a child. The soil 
in the school compound belongs to the extreme type- very clayey; but 
our knowledge of the making of compost and its application has enabled 
us to raise beautiful flowers and ornamental plants just where we require 
them. This flower garden is now the object of admiration by the townsfolk, 
who pay occasional visits to the school to enjoy its beauty. 

Poultry reating was started early last year. There. are two runs and 
twin houses which are used alternately to avoid the possibility of the spread 
of disease among the fowls. Owing to the limited accommodation available, 
it is considered inadvisable to multiply the existing stock beyond normal 
requirements lest disease should take toll of them. Our efforts therefore 
have been directed towards the supply of eggs at the rate of Id. each to the 
pupils, who put them among the eggs of their native hens to hatch. This 
policy is of course consistent with our primary aim- the distribution of 
crossbred fowls to the community. Occasionally, we supply them to 
Europeans for their table and to private individuals who are interested in 
poultry rearing. 

We keep books showing stock in hand, weekly changes in health of 
stock, weekly food record, daily record of eggs, etc. 

We pay periodical visits to the poultry pens of the pupils who raise 
chickens from the eggs bought, discuss their difficulties with them, and 
give advice. 

This year we have offered a prize of five eggs to the pupil who succeeds 
at the end of the school year in raising the highest percentage of chickens; 
this has aroused a spirit of healthy competition among them. 

In conclusion, it is to be noted that by this scheme the pupils do not 
,merely acquire a stock of information, but put into practice what they learn, 
with the result that the older boys can now buy part of their school materials 
and sometimes pay their school fees, instead of entirely depending for money 
upon their parents as they were wont to do. Secondly, the farmers have 
discovered that in spite of their longer experience in the field, they have 
much to learn from us in the modern methods of farming , and they lose 
no opportunity of filling the gaps in their knowledge. 

rN. B.-This account should be read in connection with the account of the 
School Exhibition (see page 306). It will be noted, from the enthusiasm 
shown by the townspeople and the number of new pupils entered, 
that their opposition has vanished when they have seen what "School 
Agriculture" really means.] 

"NIGERIA" IN WAR-TIME 

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR TO HIS READERS 

d· · k f the patient consideration of those readers who THE E 1tor as s or . ' d d 1 . 
d· . tment at recent mterruptlOns an e ays m 

have felt some Isappom.. of this Magazine The war in 
h nce of succeSSive Issues . 

t e appeara . hicall from Nigeria- touches closely 
Europ~-dlst~nt as It see;.s !?eogr~Pthis Jiagazine and its transmission to 
at ,:anous pomts the. pro UCtI~~e~e has been in operation in England a 
Afnca. For some time pa~t h . 1"n trade and in order to meet not 
rationin.g of th~ ~aper used m \~tP:~~OI t~e sub~tantial rise in cost which 
only this rest~lctl?n of s~hly robabl find ourselves able to produce only 
has accompamed .1t, :ve s Pd ' yg the continuance of the war, instead 
three issues of Nzgerza per year unn 
of the normal four . f . 1 h 

'1 t further economy 0 matena as 
In addition to this. curtal ~en., a the number of pages in each issue. 

had to be effected by slIg.htly .~~ ucm~ed by competent expert judges as 
Even so, the Magazine IS St1 regar To offer such a generously 
constituting rem~rkable value for ~oni~tence per copy in these days of 
illustrated ma&azII~e to our r~~de~sss~bl: tr the splendid support given to 
costly production .IS only:\ f t that all editorial contributions- both 
us by our advertisers an t e ac b . 
literary and pictorial-are made on a voluntary as~s . . 

f th difficulties presented by restnctlOns o~ paper supplYl Apart rom e . 1 th war-time factors mclude contro 
and increased cost of that m~~ena, 0 . er hich the Magazine is despatched 
of timber supplies for the pa~ mg cas~s m ~ English train services and of 
from England to Nig~ria, mterrup~~on ?n the aggregate cause a consider
steamer sailings t? Afnca. J~e~e t 1~g:h1e Editor thinks it well to mention 
able amount of difficulty. an d e ay ~.n . de circle of regular and enthusiastic 
them here as an explanatlOn ue to IS W1 

readers. h M' concerned 
So far as p~id-i!l-advance subs~~t~~~~t~~~ tc~ndi~~~:mceo~~fsts in elim~ 

the only alteratI~n mv?lved to me d making what were formerly annual 
inating the prevlOus tImf e-factor an've issues irrespective of the dates of 
subscriptions apply to our succeSS1 
their publication. 
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ABOUT YOUR FOOD 
By GLADYS PWMMER, B.A., Education Dept., Nigeria. Is. 6d. 

With a Foreword by Dr. J. TURNER, M.B., B.Sc., D.P.H., Medical 
Dept., Nigeria. 

The physical condition of many African children leaves much to be 
desired, and to some extent this is due to defective diet. Ignorance, 
tribal custom and poverty all combine to make improvement difficult. 
The main hope of betterment is through the education of the rising 
generation. 

THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC SUBJECTS 
IN AFRICA 

By GLADYS PWMMER, B.A. Is. 
Has been written to help teachers and managers of schools who are 

trying to give girls an education which will fit them for home life. 

LEARNING OUR LANGUAGE 
By D. A. BENZIES. With 3 coloured plates and many other 
illustrations. 38. 

A book for the African Teacher, showing the underlying principles 
of teaching the vernacular in the classroom. 

LANGUAGE TEACHING IN AFRICAN 
SCHOOLS 

By DR. P. GURREY and A. P. V. ELLIOTT. 3s. 
Is concerned with principles of teaching, both in relation to a 

vernacular and to English. 

THE TEACHING OF ORAL ENGLISH 
By HAROLD E. PALMER, D .Litt. 

An explanation of the Oral Direct Method. 

THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH TO 
FOREIGN STUDENTS 

2s. 

By L. W. LEAVITT, M.A. 2s. 9d. 

The book is intended to simplify the task of creating knowledge of 
the English language. 

Send for new Illustrated Catalogue to 

LONGMANS,GREEN & CO.,LTD. 
39 PATERNOSTER ROW LONDON, E.C.4 
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ANOTHER PICTURE FROM SIERRA LEONE ----- ' , 

Elsewhere in this issue (page 279) we give a "close up" photograph 
showing passengers disembarking from rowing boats in the harbour of 
Freetown,Sierra Leone. The picture reproduced above gives a gener~l 
impression of part of Freetown itself, as viewed from the deck of a ShIP 
anchored in the harbour. It is impossible, however, in a single picture 
of modest dimensions to convey anything like an adequate impression 
of Freetown as a whole, with its lovely qackground . of high wooded 
hills and the picturesque coves which characterise this part of the coast 

of Sierra Leone. 

BOOK REVIEWS 
Africa. By A. R. B. Simpson. Bell. 2S. THE first reaction to this book was, "Yet another book on geography 

of Africa I" Even so, it is a book to be commended. The author 
discusses the difficulties of laying down satisfactory limits in the study 

of the subject, and states clearly the reason for the economic bias .of the 
book. "Save for a primitive minority, the population of die world IS now 
entangled in an intricate economic network. Man can exert ~is. personality 
only within the limits of this matrix. Hence the most reaitstIc approach 
to the study of man and his environment is to view the latter through the 
economic meshes which envelop him." . 

The book is praiseworthy in the use of diagrams and sketch maps. 
Some ' of the illustrations bring out geographical features which could not 
be conveyed with anything like the same effectiveness by pages of description 
-for example that of the Nile valley south of Cairo on page 24. 

. In a few cases the diagrams are somewhat misleading. The average 
pupil would probably find the diagram of oil exports from West i}frica 
on page 61 difficult to appreciate, with its weight and price factors both 
represented in the vertical scale for the same graphs: The ~rincipal M~)!~ey 
Crops column in the table on page 69 is not entIrely satIsfactory, gIvmg 
the impression, for instance, that cacao is a principal crop for the. GO.ld 
Coast only, whereas it is a crop of considerable importance to NIgena, 
which is the third largest supplier to the world market. The sketch maps 
would be considerably improved in value if two lines of longitude and 
latitude were marked. It would be a valuable class exercise for pupils to 
insert second lines making use of the scale and degree mileage ratios. 

The book would have been further enhanced in value if each chapter 
had begun with introductory instructions for finding the region dealt with 
in the atlas and on a globe, as well as the more significant features and places 
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WHATEVER THE JOB .... 

• NEW rear axles with reduced un
sprung weight, meaning less tyre wear. 

• NEW (our pinion differential with 
bronze thrust washers to reduce .wear. 

• NEW triple safety' vacuum serv~ 
assisted hydraulic brakes with the latest 
double acting master cylinder. 

• NEW reverse camber rear springs 
giving a Iowet"' loading line and ihcreased 
stability. 

• 6 phase carburation gives more eco
nomical running and increased acceleration. 

• Easy mainte,:,ance and complet~ after 
sales service. 

BEHIND every Bedford is the experience 
gained from 36 years of motor manufacturing. 

Every new process and improvement is adopted, 

tools and equipment kept constantly up to date, 

no matter what the cost. The Bedford factory is 

one of the finest in Europe. Nearly 200,000 

Bedford lorries have been sold - good proof that 

the Bedford is the finest truck that money can 

buy. This year even further improvements have 

been made. 

BEDFORD TRUCKS 
Sole Agents for West Africa :-

The UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED, Motor Department. 
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named i? the content of the text, and that at the end of the chapter a set 
of exerCIses had been prepared. However, these are blemishes which can 
be used by the teacher ~live to t~e p.os~ibilities o~ the ?ook and its approach 
to the geography of A.fnca. I.t IS wIthm the r~vIewer s experience probably 
the best book yet wntten whIch can be put mto the pupil's hands. The 
teacher who cares to make the effort and supplement the material contained 
in the text by means of An African Survey, the Year Books of the various 
countries and other source books such as those mentioned by the author 
in the preface, will find he has the basis of a fascinating and live scheme 
of study on Africa . 

(Recommended 
Colleges.) 

for use of Middle Schools and Teacher Training 
L. J. L. 

Africa: Verses. By A. S. Cripps. Humphrey Milford (O .U.P.). 6s. 
Any person desirous of obtaining an understanding of Africa must of 

necessity turn to Lord Hailey's An African Survey and its companion 
volumes, and if the individual is concerned with the Christian message in 
Africa he will also turn to Westermann's The African To-day and To-morrow, 
and Africa and Christianity. But there is something more to be learnt, 
and that is expressed clearly in Bronowski's The Poet's Defence, where he 
says; "The mind of man has a knowledge of truth beyond the near-truths 
of science and society. I believe that poetry tells this truth." Bronowski's 
approach . to his thesis may not meet with complete approval, but it is a 
thesis which receives considerable support from this book of verse. 

The missionary-scholar who has given this gift of poetry to the world 
reveals ;m aspect of the truth concerning Africa which no objective treatment 
of the continent can supply. In the poem, "Love-Pagan," he touches 
upon the "human element of the dowry system and reveals in an incisive 
manner the spiritual aspect of a custom little understood and less appre
ciated. Job's patient service for his bride, the Arthurian knight's service 
to his lady-these have their counterpart in Africa, but it needs the poet to 
reveal it. All who have enjoyed the spectacle of the African child revelling 
in the first rains after drought . will find the fresh joyousness of the child 
reflected in the spirit of "After Rains" and "Summer Rain-Song." The 
white man's impatient judgment of black worthlessness needs no answer 
other than that found in "A Mashona Husbandman." In "Missionaries 
of a New Age" there is a judgment all the more challenging far its poetic 
garb. No one reading this book of verse will fail to be inspired to seek the 
state of being able to say; 
, "This long month past we slighted ~one" ih pride, 

Nor kin of ours for wearing black denied." . 
Here is truth challenging and appealing in language which will make 

us turn to it again and again, and find in it fresh hope and fresh inspiration 
for the land from which it comes. L. J. L. 

Collins' 1940 Catalogue. 
Collins clear-type . Press, of Cathedral Street, Glasgow, has sent us 

their 1940 Catalogue and a large number of specimen copies. These can 
be seen in the Colony Education Office at Lagos. 

Prices are reasonable, bindings strong, print good. The "Silver 
Torch" series of readers at IId. (30 titles) and the "Laurel and Gold" 
series at 1/4 (131 titles) are suitable for primary school libraries. The 
more advanced books in the "Laurel and Gold" series, and the Collins 
School Classics at 1/7 (139 titles) are suitable for Middle Schools. 

Collins Se!).ior (Etymological) Dictionary at 1/2 is excellent value for 
money for Primary Standards III to VI. In schools which use West's 
New Method Dictionary teachers might well have this Etymological Dic
tionary in addition to use for looking up the derivation of words . 
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66 What are the 
latest happenings 

in Europe? JJ 

Twenty-five years ago, the answer to this question relied 

upon the arrival of the mail-boat or scanty cabled reports that 

Were difficult to obtain anyway. To-day, with a PHILIPS 

Radio-player, you can tune into any part of the world and 

hear news that is only a few minutes old. Thank PHILIPS' 

engineers for that. Their inventions, embodied in every 

PHILIPS Radio-player, have made World-wide reception perfect. 

PHILlPS 

For a set of such exceptional quality the 
PHILIPS Radioplayer is priced as low as 
possible, but If you find it would be difficult to 

buy a PHILIPS by yourself, why not get your 
friends to join with you in purchasing one? 

You can learn 

everythil1g you want 

10 know on 

Sol e Age n t s: THE U NIT E D A F R I C A C 0 M PAN Y. L I M I TE D 
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The Catalogue also describes a series of Geographies for Primary 
Schools (13 volumes, prices 2/- to 4/1 per volume) edited by Dr. Marion 
I. Newbigin, and books on various school subjects from Handicrafts to 
Economics. K. B. F . 

Tales Retold for Easy Reading. Second Series. Oxford University Press. IS. 6d. each. 

We have received the following titles in this series: The Stories of 
Shakespeare's Plays, Vol. I; Strange Tales; Tales of Crime and Detection; 
Lost in Sinai; Vanity Fair. These are abridged versions, about 100 pages 
long, based upon a vocabulary of 2,000 words. They can be recommended 
for libraries and for Use as supplementary readers in Higher Elementary 
and Lower Middle schools, and in Training Colleges and Centres. 

K. B. F. 

Real Geography. By Fairgrieve and Young. Book I-Visiting South America, 
Australia, New Zealand. Book Il~North America. Book Ill-Africa and 
Southern Europe. Each book 112 pages. 2S. G. Philip & Son. 

Here is a fascinating regional geography for Middle Classes I to H . 
Each book is meant to be worked through in half a year. The full Course 
will consist of six books, and cover the whole world. 

The method is to select a town or village in each region, and show 
what it looks like by a number of photographs. Then the text describes 
the place as shown in the photographs and tells you how the people live. 
The matter is real and vivid above the average, and so far as we have been 
able to test it, seems to be based on first-hand experience of the place des
cribed. For instance, the description 0f Umor, taken as a typical Nigerian 
forest village, is illustrated by photographs by Professor Daryll Forde, 
who lived for some time in the village, and the text appears to be based 
on- information supplied by him. At the end of each chapter there is a 
series of questions carefully designed to bring out the important geographical 
facts to be deduced from the text and photographs, and at the end of each 
book there is a chapter-by-chapter summary of these facts. 

It should be understood that these books confine themselves to human 
and regional geography: they do not describe the movements of the earth 
or tell you how to make a contour map. 

They are, however, the best books I have yet seen to meet our pressing 
need for more "realism" in regional geography, and they can safely be 
recommended to teachers in Higher Elementary and Middle Departments, 
and to all working for Teachers' Examinations. K. B. F. 

HOW TO OBTAIN "NIGERIA" 

This magazine can be obtained at all MiSSion Bookshops, Principal Stores, 
and at all General and Cash Account Post Offices in Nigeria . Copies can 
be obtained by post, post free, in Nigeria, on forwarding a Postal Order for 
Sixpence to the Editor, c/o Education 'Department, Lagos, Nigeria, West 
Africa. If'desired, a subscription at the rate of 6d. a copy can be paid in 
advance to cover several issues. 

Readers in England can obtain copies from the Crown Agents for the Colonies, 
4 Millbank, London, S. W.I. Orders from outside Nigeria sent direct to the 
editorial office should include a SuffiCient amount to cover postage. 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

Bovril, Limited, whom we count among the best and oldest friends of 
this Magazine on the advertising side, recently held their annual meeting 
in London under the chairmanship of Lord Luke. In his review of the 
year's business, Lord Luke naturally referred to the special effects ot the 
war upon the Bovril Company's operations. He mentioned that since the 
commencement of the war much of their production had been for the 
Services, and although demands were often made at very short notice, they 
had in every case been able to satisfy them. In a reference to the Company's 
policy regarding war-time advertising-which Bovril have continued without 
a break-Lord Luke said that whether commercial undertakings carried 
large stocks of goods or not under war conditions, they still had their good
will to safeguard. This was now recognised by the return to the columns 
of the Press of many former advertisers who had hastily cancelled their 
advertisements when war broke out. "In these days of food rationing and 
long hours of overtime on the part of industrial workers," he added, "the 
need for Bovril and the goodwill towards it is greater than ever. Needless 
to say, this ever-increasing goodwill is something we intend to foster and 
maintain. " 

CORRECTIONS 

On page 241 of No. 19 Nigeria for Theretia nenfolia read The?)etia 
ner~folia, and in the description to the illustration on page 259 for "Umuahia" 
read "Uzuakoli." 

KIT AND EQUIPMENT, 
FOOTWEAR AND HOSIERY 

LADIES' OUTFITS of every description 

SPORTS GOODS. GUNS. &c. 

BOOKS OF ALL DES
CRIPTIONS-NEW 
AND SECOND
HAND 

• 

• 

Insurances 
of all kinds 

TAXIDERMY 

NEWSPAPERS 
AND PERIODICALS 

MOTOR CARS AND 
MOTOR .SPARES 

WIRELESS SETS AND ALL ACCESSORIES 
Baggage collected. stored and shipped 

GRIFFITHS, 
29, Manesty's Lane; 

liverpool, I. 

McALISTER LrD., 
10, Warwick Street, Regent St., 

London, W.I. 

[ . 

I 
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Solution to your 
LEAVE PROBLEM 

VISIT SOUTH AFRICA and remain within 
our Commonwealth of Nations. 

Despite its war efforts there are neither black
outs nor rationing of foodstuffs and pet.rol. 

A hearty welcome awaits you and your every 
desire is catered for, be it luxury hotels or 
modest residential establishments, quiet retreats 
or bustling cities, outdoor sports or indoor re
creations and, withal, a delightful all-the-year
round health-giving climate. A direct shipping 
service is now available between West Coast 
ports and the Dominion. 

For further iriformation and advice, and illus
trated brochures, write South Africa House, 
Trqfalgar Square, London, W.C.2. 

/ Spend 

/ your leave in 

SOUTH 
AFRI~A 
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The Genuine Tools 

and 

for 

CARPENTERS, 

BLACKSMITHS, 

-ENGINEERS, 

BRICKLA YERS, 

etc., etc. 

ALL BUILDING MATERIALS 

from 

The Union TradingCo. Ltd. 
LAGOS - ABEOKUTA - IBADAN 

Nigeria 
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Obtainable from: 

all C.M.S. BOOKSHOPS. 

Branches of 
THE UNITED AFRICA 

CO., LTD. 

HOPE WADDELL 
TRAINING INSTITUTE 

BOOKSHOP. 

SUDAN INTERIOR 
MISSION BOOKSHOP. 

SUPPLIED IN 
VARIOUS SHADES 

(8exLEY 
e&mbrie 
~ 

Writing Ilad 

• ENVELOPES 
TO MATCH 

Use it , for your Sea and 
Ai r Correspondence 

Th ree sheets and envelope weigh less than half-ounce 

XIX 

As well-known 
in Africa 

as though it were 
an African name: 

(geXLEY 
The Path of 

a Million Pens! 



"Electricity is your Servant" 
j 

t : 
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11 

For charges and all other information 

APPLY TO LOCAL ELECTRICITY OFFICES 
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G. GOTTSCHAL.CK & CO. 

WHAT 
FLOWER 
IS THIS? 

This a flower that 
everyone can grow, 
it might well be 
described as the 
lazy man's flower, 

its full scientific 
name is Vinca oculata 
rubra, but most ~f 
us prefer to call it 

Periwinkle. 

If you wish to grow something better than Periwinkles 

in your garden, we can hedp you by supplying many aids to 
good gardening. . Cuttings are easily made and shrubs 
readily pruned with a pair of secateurs. Hedges are best 

kept in shape with the help of shears. For the vegetable 
garden you want a spade and a fork; and a small trowel 
is invaluable for bedding out. We can supply all your 

needs in the way of garden tools and equipment in

cluding hose pipes, cement . tubs, watering cans and 
mowing machines. 

All garden tools obtainable (rom 

G. GOTTSCHALCK & CO. 

PHONE: 015 i . Telegrams: "HARDWARE" 
LA GO S ABEOKUTA-IBADAN-MINNA-ZARIA-GUSAU-

KANO-JOS-PORT HARCOURT 
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SUNLIGHT 
SOAP 

FOR 
WASHING 
PURPOSES 
6075 
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WI;ST AFttlCAN CO. LTD., APAPA. 

ESSENTIALS~~~ 
for the 

ART CLASS 
Every essential for the Drawing, Painting, or 
Craft Lesson is supplied by Reeves-renowned 
colour makers for over 170 years. Their 
Colours, Brushes, Pastels, Crayons, Inks, etc., 
are used by Educational Authorities through
out the world. 

approved 
by experts 

The production of these Art Supplies has 
constant attention from Reeves in close 
collaboration with Educatiol)al Experts 

and every item is fully approved. 

Consistent 
high quality 

Everywhere Reeves' Greyhound Trade 
Mark is known and recognised as 
the seal of quality for Art Supplies

it is your guarantee. 

Catalogue Principals. Art Masters. and Art Mistresses are 
invited to write to the address below for a copy 

of Reeves ' latest catalogue of Art Supplies. 

REEVES & SONS, LTD., DALSTON, LONDON, E.8, ENGLAND 
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EDUCATION 

The West African 
Picture' Co. I11 

RECREATION ---

Children examining a 
poster of the film "'Snow 
White" outside the Royal 

Cinema at Lagos. 

The West African Picture 
Co . have been pioneers 
and remain ever to the 
fore in bringing first

class pictUres to Nigeria. 
Thousands of African 
children have now 
enjoyed such films as 
"Mutiny on the Bounty" 
and "Sixty Glorious 
Years." The exhibition 
of first-class news films 
is appreciated by old and 
you.ng alike and the use 
of the most up-to-date 
sound reproduction ap
paratus makes it easy for 
everyone to hear the 
words clearly and as 
English !hould be spoken . 

Theatres at:_ 

LAGOS IBADAN 
}OS KANO 

ACCRA 
_ I 

HUNTLEY & PALMERS, READING, ENGLAND 
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m3~[)GIl 
IN PEPSODENT 

puts health behind 
his smile 

IRIUM PUTS A PLUS IN 

PEPSODENT 
It's a brilliant sparkling smile-but is it as good 
as it looks? Are treacherous food particles hidden 
in to~th crevices? Is his toothpaste searching 
out germs of decay as rigorously as Irium in 
Pepsodent can? There is no cleansing agent so 
thorough, so refreshing, so sure as Irium in 
Pepsodent. Irium forestalls trouble-as millions 
of clean healthy mouths will tell you. Change to 

Pepsodent yourself!-it does clean teeth better. 
Available in large, medium and guest sizes. 

Get IRIUM in Pepsodent-Tooth Paste or Tooth Powder 

xxv 

The B.W. range in
cludes Freewheels' 
Bottom Bracket 
Axles' Hubs' Cups' 
Freewheel Hubs ' 
Chains' Sprockets. 

Write (or the B. W. Cata
logue to: 

Bayliss, Wiley & CO. Ltd. 
Tyseley, Birmingham, 

England . 

Longleys 
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he OIL PRESS 
of the FUTURE ... 
· · · the DUCHSCHER PRESS 

is essential to modern farming 

The Famous 
DUCHSCHER HAND PRESS 
FOR PALM FRUIT 

• The Duchscher Press pro
du~es Clear, High Quality, 
EdIble Palm Oil Selling in 
Africa at £2-5-0 per ton over 
Oil Extracted by Old 
Methods. 

• The Duchscher Press en
sures the Extraction of Oil 
under Hygienic Conditions. 

• The Duchscher Press en
sures Bigger Yield of Oil and 
Reduction of Labour. ' 

• The Duchscher Press is 
Speedy and Easy to Work. 

• The Duchscher Press is 
easi Iy operated because there 
are no Mechanical Parts to 
go wrong. 

STOCKED BY 

JOH N HOL T & CO. (LIVERPOOL) LTD. 

Branches throughout Nigeria 
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PERRY &, CO., LTD. ~?R~~~~H~~ 
THE CENTURY-OLD PENMAKERS 

No. 19 

No. 87 

No. '1922 

PERRY PENS RENOWNED FO~ DURABILITY AND SMOOTHNESS 
MADE IN THE LARGEST PEN FACTORY IN THE WORLD 

For price. and s"mples "pply to;-

36 LANCASTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 4 

For best results use 
SCALES 

BRAND 

ACID PYRO 
AMIDOL 

METOL 
HYDROQUINONE 

MERITOL 

Manufactured by 

JOBNSONS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
CHEMICALS 

AZOL 
GOLD CHLORIDE 
SILVER NITRATE 

COLLODIONS 
ACID FIXING 

FINE GRAIN DEVELOPERS 
and 

DEVELOPERS FOR ALL 
PURPOSES, IN PACKETS, 
TINS OR SOLUTIONS 

JOHNSON & SONS 
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS Ltd. 

BENDON 
LONDON, N.W.4 
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HARRAP'S 
NEW DRAMATIC READERS 
By A. E. M. BAYLISS, M.A. 

A series of books designed to improve oral reading and at the 
same time direct the child's natural love of drama into suitable 
channels. Thus the way is prepared for the study of the full-length 
play. 

"The stories are well-chosen and brightly dramatised, providing 
not only reading practice, but also full sc<?pe for acting."-Education. 

Large Cr. 8vo. Fully illustrated. 

Vol. I 96 pages ... Is. 6d. Vol. 11 128 pages .. . Is. 9d. 
Vol. III 192 pages , .. 25. 3d. Vol. IV 192 pages ... 25. 3d. 

THE 
ClllLDREN'S BOOKSHELF 
By F. H. PRITCHARD and F. H. LEE 

Beautifully illustrated abridged editions of English classics, intended 
for children of 7 to 10 years. Each story, while retold in a form 
suitable for young children, r.etains the spirit of the original. 

Twenty-four titles, including:-

18. The Children's Ali Baba. 21. TheChildren'sJoan of Arc. 

19. The Children's Aladdin. 22. The Children's Tales from 
Dickens. 

20. The Children's Book of 23. The Children's Book of 
Favourite Tales. Sairits. 

24. The Children's Book of Heroes. 

Cr.8vo. 64 to 96 pages. Limp cloth,IOd. each. Stiff manilla, 9d. each. 

, ~end for Prospectuses of the above and 
""for Harrap's new Educational Catalogue. 

GEORGE G. HARRAP & CO. LTD. 
182 High Holborn, LONDON, W.e.l 

Published by the EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, LAGOS, and P rinted hy CHELTENHA M P RESS LTD. 
Cheltcnhem and London, England • 
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